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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

THE EFFECT OF RECIPROCAL MAPPING ON HIGH-RISK SIXTH-GRADE STUDENTS' SOCIAL STUDIES ACHIEVEMENT
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Reading deficits in students in Grades 4 to 12 are evident in American schools. Informational text is particularly difficult for students. This quasi-experimental study (N=138) investigated sixth-grade students' achievement in social studies using the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine, compared to sixth-grade students' achievement taught with a traditional approach. The Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine incorporated explicit instruction in text structure using graphic organizers. Students created their own graphic organizers and used them to write about social studies content. The comparison group used a traditional approach, students' reading the textbook and answering questions.

Students for this study included sixth-graders in the seven sixth-grade classrooms in two public schools in a small, rural south Florida school district. A focus of this study was to determine the helpfulness of the intervention for at-risk readers. To determine students considered to be at-risk, the researcher used data from the reading portion of the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT), 2011-2012, that considers Level 1 and 2 as at-risk readers. The quasi-experimental study used a pretest-posttest control group
design, with students assigned to treatment groups by class. Two teachers at the two rural sites were trained on the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and taught students in both the experimental and control groups for an equivalent amount of time over a 5-week period.

Results of the 3 x 2 factorial ANCOVA found a significant positive difference favoring the experimental group's social studies achievement as compared to that of the comparison group as measured by the pre/post unit test from the social studies series (McGraw-Hill, 2013), when controlling for initial differences in students' reading FCAT scores. Interactions for high-risk struggling readers were investigated using the significance level $p < .05$. Due to no significant interaction the main effects of treatment were interpreted. The pretest was used as a covariate and the multivariate analysis was found to be significant. Therefore, analysis of covariance was run on each of the dependent variable as a follow-up. Reciprocal Mapping was found to be significant in posttest scores, independent of gender and level of risk, and while holding the pretest scores constant.

Findings showed there was a significant difference in the performance of the high-risk reading students taught with the Reciprocal Mapping intervention who scored statistically better than students in the control group. Further study findings showed that teacher fidelity of implementation of the treatment had a statistically significant relationship in predicting posttest scores when controlling for pretest scores. Study results indicated that improving students’ use of text structure through the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine positively supported sixth-grade students’ social studies achievement.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Informational text is ubiquitous in today’s society. Therefore, it is imperative that children, from the earliest grades, read and comprehend informational text competently so that as they progress through school, they are able to make effective and efficient use of their classroom instructional materials. Bernhardt, Destino, Kamil, and Rodriguez-Munoz (1995) found that inadequate comprehension of informational text in early grades impacts a student’s entire academic career. The lack of ability to read proficiently in the elementary grades continues to plague students as they move through middle and high school, college, the workplace, and into today’s technical society (Montelongo & Hernandez, 2007; Moss, 2008). Given the importance of being able to expertly read and integrate the use of informational text in daily life applications, it is critical that teachers implement effective instructional routines to support all readers, but especially students who struggle with reading comprehension, in developing their abilities to deal well with this type of text.

The current study was designed to investigate how the development of students’ knowledge of text structure, through a Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine, would impact their ability to comprehend informational text in the disciplinary area of social studies. This chapter includes the statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research questions and hypotheses, significance of the study, delimitations, definitions and operational terms.
Statement of the Problem

For many years curriculum in Florida has been driven and influenced by state and national standards. Relatively recently Florida adopted the nationally-developed Common Core State Standards (CCSS) to guide curriculum in the state at all grade levels. The CCSS were designed with the intent to prepare America’s students to be college and career ready. The CCSS initiative emphasizes the importance of informational reading and writing. In addition to standards for English Language Arts and Mathematics, the CCSS situates literacy development directly in disciplinary (Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects; Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010).

Florida’s implementation of the CCSS seems particularly timely in that many students have difficulty reading and comprehending informational text for a number of reasons. Several of the reasons stem from the textbooks themselves. Students may lack the background knowledge and vocabulary that the textbook authors have written in these materials. Further, informational text is often technical, dense, and abstract, with each discipline having its own procedural language (O’Brien, Stewart, & Moje, 1995). Compounding these issues, Allington (2002) found that not only are the reading levels of informational text higher than the reading proficiencies of the students, but also disciplinary teachers over-rely on these textbooks without teaching students effective routines for comprehending the informational text.

Professional literature reveals that students’ ability to use text structure routines to construct meaning from information textbooks has been a productive area of research. Typically textbooks are written using a variety of the five most common text structures:
description, sequence, compare and contrast, cause and effect, and problem and solution. Each of these has its own set of signal words and may be represented by specific types of graphic organizers that capture text patterns.

Researchers have found that only small amounts of classroom time is allocated for engagement with informational texts in the early grades (Duke, 2000). Students in primary grades are more often introduced to and taught with narrative text, highlighting text structures appropriate for this type of material. Some research suggests that once students master the narrative text structure, they may apply it to other narrative reading situations (Dymock, 2007; Pressley and Wharton-McDonald, 2006; Donovan and Smolkin, 2002).

Even students who are able to read grade level narrative text successfully can find informational textbooks difficult to read, because they have had relatively little practice with the various types of informational text structures (Ambruster, 1991). In addition, since both proficient and high-risk readers tend to struggle with the complexity of language found in different disciplinary areas, they frequently miss key concepts which hinders comprehension and acquisition of disciplinary concepts (Moss, 2008). Effective instruction related to teaching text structures may support textbook reading by all students.

Reciprocal Mapping has been found to be an effective strategy to help students develop an understanding and use of narrative text structure for reading and writing (Fine, 2004).

Reciprocal Mapping is an integrated reading/writing strategy, using visual representation to make concrete the process of examining author's craft. Students
read text, under the direct and explicit instruction of the teacher, as they create graphic organizers depicting the targeted narrative text structure. Students come to appreciate the authentic ways authors write; by appreciating and paralleling the techniques authors use, students indirectly experience an author's apprenticeship. Reciprocal Mapping is designed to be a leading activity, one that takes students to a higher level of cognition (Fine, 2004 p. 89).

**Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of a Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine on sixth-grade students’ social studies achievement. Specifically, this study sought to examine:

1. The effects of a Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine on high-risk sixth-grade readers’ ability to comprehend informational text content in the area of social studies.
2. Teachers’ fidelity to the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and its relationship to sixth-grade students’ social studies achievement scores.
3. Teachers’ and students’ affinity to the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and that relationship to students’ social studies achievement scores.

**Research Questions and Hypotheses**

Specifically, the following research questions were addressed in this study.

**Question 1:** Is there a significant interaction between sex, treatment (Reciprocal Mapping approach and traditional instruction) and level of risk groups (low, Level 3, and high) in predicting gains on the McGraw-Hill Social Studies unit test, such that the high-risk group will gain more on the test?
Question 2: If there is no interaction or the interaction is ordinal, is there a significant difference between Reciprocal Mapping and traditional treatments in predicting posttest scores?

Question 3: For the treatment group (Reciprocal Mapping) is there a relationship between the fidelity of implementation and social studies posttest scores when using the McGraw-Hill pretest scores to predict adjusted posttest scores.

Question 4: Does each of the affinity scales (teacher affinity to the condition, and student affinity of the condition) account for significant amounts of unique variance on predicting adjusted posttest scores?

Assumptions

1. The participants in this study, across the seven classrooms, represent a typical range of abilities that would be found in sixth-grade classrooms in a rural community.

2. The participants in this study have had some instructional exposure to narrative text structure.

3. The participants in this study have had limited instructional exposure to the two more common informational structures, description and sequence.

4. The participants in this study were not taught or exposed to instruction in informational text structures beyond those taught within the context of the study during the time of the study.

5. The participants were not taught or exposed to the social studies content or material in other contexts during the time of the study.
**Delimitations**

This study was delimited to students in sixth grade who lived in a rural community in a county in Florida, and who were taught by experienced teachers. This study used a single intervention. It also used the state adopted social studies textbook and assessments. This study was delimited to the schedule(s) currently practiced at the participating schools. Both class size and time of day that all classes were taught were determined by state mandates. This study was delimited to the students’ answers to test questions representing the knowledge they gained using either a Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine or traditional instruction. The results of the tests may not accurately reflect the depth of knowledge gained depending on student motivation during the testing window. Due to the unique sample of students available for the study, the results may be generalizable only to similar schools and student populations.

**Definitions and Operational Terms**

**Background Knowledge/Prior Knowledge**

Background knowledge/prior knowledge is a combination of the learner's preexisting attitudes, experiences, and knowledge about a topic as measured by teacher observation and questioning (Kujawa & Huske, 1995).

**Disciplinary Subjects**

Disciplinary subjects are core academic disciplines commonly taught in public schools that include social studies, science, and mathematics.

**Explicit Instruction**

Explicit instruction is a structured, systematic, and effective methodology for teaching academic skills. "It is characterized by a series of supports or scaffolds. Students
are guided through the learning process with clear explanations and demonstration of the instructional target and supported practice with feedback until independent mastery has been achieved" (Archer & Hughes, 2011, p. 1).

**Fidelity of Treatment**

Fidelity of treatment is the link between evidence-based interventions and changes in student outcomes. "Higher levels of treatment fidelity are usually associated with greater student improvements." (Collier-Meek, Fallon, Sanetti, & Maggin, 2013).

**Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT)**

Florida’s state-wide standardized achievement test that is administered annually and measures student performance on selected benchmarks in reading, writing and mathematics. FCAT achievement levels range from 1 to 5. FCAT achievement level policy defines a Level 1 student who has little success with challenging content of Sunshine State Standards; Level 2 a student with limited success; Level 3 a student with partial success. Levels 4 and 5 are considered students who are successful readers. For the purpose of this study, Levels 1 and 2 are considered at-risk for reading difficulties with social studies text.

**High-risk Reader**

In Florida, a substantial deficiency in reading is defined by scoring Level 1 or Level 2 on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) in reading (Monroe County School District). For the purpose of this study, high-risk readers are considered at high-risk for not mastering social studies concepts.
**Informational Text**

A type of nonfiction text that “differs from other types of nonfiction in purpose, features, and format” (Duke & Bennett-Armistead, 2003, p. 56). Informational text is organized into text structures; the five most common organizational text structures are description, sequence, comparison, cause and effect, and problem and solution (Meyer & Freedle, 1984).

**Proficient Reader**

A student who can comprehend the meaning of texts more deeply and learn from them more efficiently (Torgesen, 2009). In Florida, a proficient reader would score at a Level 3, 4, or 5 on the FCAT Reading. For the purpose of this study, proficient readers are considered to be at low risk for not mastering social studies concepts.

**Reading Comprehension**

Reading comprehension is conceptualized as a meaning-construction process, consisting of the reader, text and classroom context, and teacher. Proficient readers generate mental images of the text which they test and monitor as they read and use strategies to fix misconceptions during the reading process. (Ruddell & Unrau, 1994).

**Reciprocal Mapping**

An integrated reading/writing strategy, using visual representation to make concrete the process of examining author's craft. Students read text, under the direct and explicit instruction of the teacher, as they create graphic organizers depicting the targeted text structure. Students come to appreciate the authentic ways authors write; by appreciating and paralleling the techniques authors use, students indirectly experience an
author's apprenticeship. Reciprocal Mapping is designed to be a leading activity, one that takes students to a higher level of cognition (Fine, 2004, p. 89).

**Scaffolded Instruction**

Instruction that is drawn from the work of Vygotsky (1978). This is a classroom technique that allows students to accomplish an activity with the support of a knowledgeable other, that they may not be able to do alone. As the student masters the activity, the extra support is gradually withdrawn until the student is able to complete the task independently.

**Transmediation**

According to Leland and Harste (1994), transmediation occurs when meanings "formed in one communication system are recast in the context and expression planes of a new sign (semiotic) system" (p.340). Transmediation encourages reflection and supports learners in making new connections.

**Treatment Affinity**

The tendency to perform better at tasks when there is a perceived preference or general favor associated with it.

**Summary**

In this chapter the need to support high-risk adolescents was discussed. In today’s technological society, it is important to provide students with the expertise needed to read all types of text. A classroom strategy, Reciprocal Mapping, was described. Delimitations and definitions of key terms were explained.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review examines the relationship of using a reading intervention, Reciprocal Mapping, on sixth graders' comprehension of social studies content in the disciplinary classroom. Relevant research supporting the use of this intervention is presented. Particular focus is paid to informational text for several reasons. Content instruction in the disciplinary classroom has become a focus point for teaching literacy skills in classrooms today due to the adoption of Common Core State Standards Initiative (CCSSI) that stresses the importance of students being "college and career ready at the end of high school" (CCSSI, 2010). Content area instruction is predominately informational text taught almost exclusively from textbooks (Armbruster & Anderson, 1988; Ciborowski, 1992; Goodlad, 1984). Students have difficulty comprehending informational text (Allington, 2002; Duke, 2004; Moss, 2005) for a number of reasons. However, when students are taught types of text structure, they can be successful with content area textbooks (Alvermann, 1982; Armbruster, Anderson, & Ostertag, 1987; Meyer & Freedle, 1984).

Relevant research that explores reading comprehension instruction is included in the literature review as well as theoretical frameworks supporting scaffolded instruction, (Bruner, 1984), construction of knowledge, (Vygotsky, 1978) and metacognition (Baker & Brown, 1984). Studies focusing of the use of graphic organizers, activation of background knowledge and reciprocity that are important to the reading intervention are discussed. The Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine (Fine, 2004) will be discussed
with important literature that shows it to be an effective intervention in literacy acquisition in content area classrooms.

**Federal and State Implications and Informational Text**

The Common Core State Standards Initiative (CCSSI), led by the Council of Chief State School Officers and the National Governors Association, is the culmination of “an extended, broad-based effort to fulfill the charge issued by the states to create the next generation of K – 12 standards in order to ensure that all students are college and career ready in literacy no later than the end of high school” (CCSSI: www.corestandards.org). These standards have been adopted in the United States by all states except Alaska, Texas, Virginia, Nebraska and Minnesota (CCSSI, January 16, 2012). Designed to prepare American students to be college and career ready by the time they graduate from high school, the standards place literacy and language development within the content areas. The Standards insist that literacy instruction “should not be limited to English Language Arts & Literacy and should be a shared responsibility within the school.” This “shared responsibility” has landed squarely on the shoulders of content area classroom instruction, specifically history/social studies, science, and technical subjects. CCSSI’s motivation to this interdisciplinary approach is based in part on the extensive research showing that college and career ready students “must be proficient in reading complex informational text independently in a variety of content areas. Most of the required reading is informational in structure and challenging in content.” Since the Core Standards are now driving curriculum decisions throughout most of the United States, it is important to have research-based literacy strategies that can be used in the content area classrooms that are not cumbersome for teachers to use and have effective results in mastering both the literacy and specific content area demands. Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that is easy to learn and is effective over the range of content area concepts, rooted in literacy methodology.
In addition, with the passing of United States federal education law, The Elementary and Secondary Education Acts (ESEA 2001), also called No Child Left Behind (NCLB), came an ensuing barrage of high-stakes testing that has inundated classrooms throughout the United States. Text found in these high stakes assessments, range from a low of 30% of informational text in grade 3, to 40% in upper elementary school and by the time students are in eighth grade, the percentage of informational text is 70%. Moss (2002) found that between 50 and 80% of all standardized test content is informational in informative-type text and that by sixth grade, more than 75% of student’s school reading demands involve non-narrative materials. Moss contends most of what adults read on and off the job is information text.

Another outcome of NCLB along with the Individuals with Disabilities Improvement Education Act of 2004, (IDEA), that focuses on providing all students high quality, research based classroom instruction, and remediation for those students who do not respond to this instruction, emerged Response to Intervention (RtI). Brozo and Puckett (2009) investigated the emerging importance of content literacy with respect to Response to Intervention and the impact it had on Tier 1 classroom instruction. RtI models have three tiers of instruction which differ in levels of intensity: Tier 1 instruction is part of an effective general education classroom, Tiers 2 and 3 deliver more intense, specific and data-driven instruction in more intense intervals as students move through the levels if they do not meet state instructional standard, Fuchs and Fuchs (2005). Brozo and Puckett (2009) note that the diversity of students of color, ELL and ESE students, in our classrooms is higher now than any other time in the history of U.S. schooling, and a specific challenge is to make sure that all students develop skills needed to acquire
information and concepts in the content areas. The impact of these three programs, Common Core State Standards Initiative, No Child Left Behind, and the Individuals with Disabilities Improvement Education Act, has a direct effect in the area of content literacy. It appears that content knowledge and skills are the “common denominator” for teaching and learning literacy skills in the 21st century, thus putting the thrust of teaching reading skills into the domain of disciplinary classrooms which are dependent upon informational text.

**Importance of Informational Text in School, Workforce, and Internet**

**Informational Text in School**

Informational text is important not just for student learning in school, but in the workplace, and society. Yopp and Yopp, (2012) found that "exposure to informational texts in the early years is crucial if students are to succeed in a world that demands the ability to navigate the genres that dominate the later years of schooling and adulthood."

Beginning in early elementary classrooms, it is important to include informational text into daily classroom instruction because informational text:

- is key to success in later schooling (Goldman & Rakeshaw, 2000; Ogle & Blachowicz, 2002; Venezky, 2000,)
- builds background and literacy knowledge in the content area (Mantzicopoulous & Patrick, 2010; Sackes, Trundle & Flevares, 2009).
- is read extensively by adults in work, home and the community (Smith, 2000; Venezky, 1982)
- is preferred reading for some children (Jobe & Dayton-Sakari, 2002; Kletzien, 1998; Moss & Hendershot, 2002; Moss, 2005)

builds knowledge of the natural and social world (Duke & Bennett-Armistead, 2003; Pappas, 2006)

builds and exposes students to specialized vocabulary, (Duke & Bennett-Armistead, 2003; Fang, 2008).

**Informational Text in the Workforce**

The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and Technical subjects has chosen to situate literacy skill development squarely in the realms of the content area classroom. By doing so, the Board of Governors has shown the importance of comprehension of informational text, both in the classroom and in order to prepare students to be "career ready." Additionally, The Center for Public Education (Center), a research organization supported by the National School Boards Association (NSBA), is a national resource for "accurate, timely, and credible information about public education" and its importance to schooling in the United States of America. The Center's mission statement says that "it serves as America’s one-stop shop for clear, concise, and trusted information about public education, leading to more understanding about our schools, more community-wide involvement, and better decision-making by school leaders on behalf of all students in their classrooms." The Center provides up-to-date research on current educational issues and looks at ways to improve student achievement for life in the workforce. When looking at literacy demands in the 21st century workforce, the Center uses a definition found nationally and internationally that defines teenage and adult literacy as "using
printed and written information to function in society, to achieve one's goals, and to
develop one's knowledge and potential" (Kutner, Greenberg, Jin, Boyle, Hsu, &
Dunleavy, 2007). This definition means that adults need to read and comprehend many
different types of text, not simply narrative text. The National Assessment of Adult
Literacy (NAAL) distinguishes between prose literacy and document literacy, to
differentiate the wide variety of text types that adults need to be able to read and
understand if they are to be successful in the workforce. NAAL defines prose literacy as
text that is arranged in sentences and paragraphs, newspapers articles, brochures, and
news stories. Document literacy, however, "requires participants to interpret a kind of
document seldom seen in English classrooms," (Jerald, 2009). Document literacy is the
knowledge and skills needed to perform document tasks which include searching,
comprehending, and using information from noncontinuous text in a variety of formats
including job applications, payroll forms, transportation schedules, maps, tables, and drug
or food labels, all of which are types of informational text. NAAL (2003) found that
adults with stronger literacy skills were more likely to be employed, have higher-status
jobs and to earn more income. Interestingly, NAAL (2003) also noted that parents with
stronger literacy skills were more likely to read to their children and those children were
more likely to enter preschool with alphabetic skills, Kutner et. al (2007). Further,
Strong American Schools (2008) found that 43% of students at 2-year public colleges and
29% of students at 4-year public colleges failed placements tests and had to enroll in
remedial classes in reading or writing. These students had graduated from high school
which should signify college preparedness, but for this percentage of students, it had not.
This is a problem for the United States because according to Strong American Schools
(2008), in today's 21st century workplace, students need a postsecondary degree. Why? Why do so many students need education making them college or career ready? Since the turn of the century, the economy of the nation has been transformed by technological and economic change that requires its students and citizens to have a more rigorous knowledge base. Jobs that required basic levels of education just don't exist in enough numbers to match students who don't have the basic levels of education. Students who can't read well, can't perform well in any college classes, without basic literacy, students are stuck without a collegiate future, Strong American Schools (2008). The significance to schools today is that students need a degree in order to succeed in modern society and the global economy. It is clear that today's schools need to provide classroom strategies that will graduate students who are able to read and comprehend informational text.

**Informational Text and Internet**

Leu, Kinzer, Coiro and Cammack (2004) have found that it is more important than ever to integrate information text in daily classroom instruction at a young age because as students progress through the grades, into high school, college, and beyond, they need to know how to read for and critically evaluate information from both traditional reading materials, i.e. textbooks, classroom magazines, but also online sources. The Internet has become one of the most frequently used text base readings that today's students encounter, Leu et al. (2004).

Looking at statistics of how the Internet is used by adolescents shows the impact of Internet use: 47.9% of all 12- to 17 year-olds had access to the Internet at home in the United States in 2001 and has grown to 75% in 2003. In schools, 98% of K–12 classrooms have access and use Internet. Using the Internet as the primary resource for
research made up 30.7% of children’s Internet use in 2001 and grew to 61.8% in 2003 with email being the next most common use of the Internet at 22.2% in 2001 and 57.7% in 2003. Definition of literacy today includes “literacy skills necessary for individual, groups, and societies to access the best information in the shortest time to identify and solve the most important problems and then communicate this information” (Leu, 2000). Since 98% of the text read on the Internet is informational, (Coiro & Dobler, 2007; Gambrell, 2005; Kamil & Lane, 1998; Schmar-Dobler, 2003), students must learn how to access, assess and apply informational and informational text they read on the Internet in order to be successful in both school and later in the workplace. The role of technology in today’s economy demands a higher level of literacy than ever before and requires that students be able to read and write in the digital world. Students need to be able to do more than decode text, they now need to be able to develop “the ability to use the Internet to access information quickly, sift through volumes of text, evaluate content, and synthesize information from a variety of sources is central to success at school” (Schmar-Dobler, 2003). Martha Ruddell, in a personal communication to Swafford and Kallus (2002) also states that the effects of technology and its use of informational text will challenge our views of what it means to be literate: “to be literate will continue to change with the expansion of the Internet and the advancements of technologies, and teachers and theorists alike will need to learn and grow to accommodate these change” Swafford and Kallus (2002) also quote Donna Alvermannn in a personal communication saying that adolescent literacy is on the verge of reinventing itself for two main reasons. First, the social and cultural contexts in which texts and literate practices are situated are
rapidly changing. Second, new technologies contribute to changes in our conceptions of reading and writing.

**Informational Text in the Classroom**

Despite the evidence on the importance of teaching informational text starting in the elementary classrooms, students have limited exposure to informational text types. Duke (2000) in a study with twenty 1st Grade classrooms in Boston, found that teachers spent an average of only 3.6 minutes a day teaching informational text, with correspondingly little informational text such as posters, text on classroom walls or in classroom libraries, in other classroom areas. In addition, she found that the average number of minutes was even less in low-socioeconomic districts in the study.

A more recent study following Duke's (2000) line of research in second through fourth grade classrooms comparing use of informational and narrative text, found that these students spent 16-minute per day using informational text (Jeong, Gaffney, & Choi, 2010). Jeong, Gaffney and Choi’s 2010 was a descriptive study that observed 15 2nd, 3rd and 4th Grade classrooms; five at each level in both rural and urban districts. Again, following Duke's (2000) data collection procedures, classroom observations included three indicators, classroom library print, classroom environment print and written language activities. It appears from this study, that the amount of time spent with informational text from Duke's 2000 study of 3.6 minutes to Jeong, Gaffney and Choi's in 2010 of 16 minutes in some elementary classrooms has increased by 22.5% over the much more used narrative text. Jeong, Gaffney, and Choi found that 70.9% of the classroom libraries they investigated composed of narrative text, 6.2% narrative-informational, and 14% informational, with the final 8.9% considered other. The authors
state that while the findings were not randomly selected and a relatively small amount of classrooms were investigated, it does appear that narrative reading still outweighs informational text usage. Further, Stanovich (1986) in his seminal research from which was dubbed the Matthew Effect, clearly showed that once behind their peers, whether due to organic causes or poor teaching, students are seldom able to recover from that gap and continue to lag behind their peers over time and in all subjects. The lack of exposure and practice of informational text in elementary classrooms negatively impact student achievement.

Teachers tend to spend more time teaching and reading narrative texts (Duke, 2000; Duke, 2000b; Pappas, 2006; Wade & Moje, 2000; Yopp & Yopp, 2006). Even at home, parents tend to read narrative text more frequently to their children than informational text (Price, van Kleeck, & Hubert, 2009; van Kleeck, Gillam, Hamilton & McGrath, 1997). Textbooks in elementary grades are predominately narrative. Hoffman, McCartney, Abbott, Christian, Corman, Curry, Dressman, Matherne and Stahle (1994) investigated new basals adopted in Texas and determined that 12% were informational. Moss and Newton (2002) examined the amount of information text in six basal readers, Grades 2, 4, and 6 and observed that a range of informational text of 16% to 20% across the grade levels. Moss (2008) in a later study comparing text genres in two California adopted basal readers, Grades 1 through 6, found that only 40% of the text was informational. While there is a trend toward more informational text than in the past, Flood and Lapp (1986) found that 32% of the passages were informational, it is still less than what is recommended by the 2009 National Assessment of Education Progress Report. So even though Kamil & Lane (2004) said "Nothing is more important to a
student's success in school than the ability to read and write informational text" and even though up to 80% of reading passages on standardized tests are informational, (Moss, 2008), and the importance of informational text mentioned, the lack of informational text exists in today's classrooms. Yopp and Yopp (2006) studied the amount of types of read-alouds in the classroom as well as the types of read-alouds at home in preschool and kindergarten-aged children over a full school year. Results from both studies were similar. Home readings included 1,847 titles of which 77% were narrative compared with 1,830 read-alouds at school also with 77% narrative titles. The study indicated that both home and school groups had much more exposure to narrative text than informational; home readings were 7% and school informational readings were 8%.

Students struggle with informational text in elementary school (Kucan & Beck, 1997; Alexander & Jetton, 2000; Goldman & Rakestraw, 2000). Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) found that the ability to read and write informational text is important to academic achievement across the content disciplines. Bernhardt, Destino, Kamil, and Rodriguez-Munoz (1995) reported that "without proper attention to informational text in the early grades, students remain unprepared for the comprehension demands that await them." With so much research influencing the inclusion of informational text in school classrooms, school districts and educators know that the amount of informational text must be increased in elementary classrooms, (Duke, 2000; Yopp & Yopp, 2006). What reasons, therefore, are given for the lack of informational text found in the classroom today?
Difficulties with Informational Text in the Classroom

Textbook Dominance in the Classroom

An overarching difficulty with informational text in the classroom is the overreliance of textbooks to teach disciplinary content. Textbooks are the dominant form of classroom instruction in disciplinary area classrooms (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Czerniak & Lumpe, 1996; Harlen, 1997; Moss, 1991; O'Brien, 1998; Sanacore & Palumbo, 2009). Textbooks are rarely supplemented by newspapers, library books, magazine articles or other connected text (Allington, 2002; Wade & Moje, 2000; Walker & Bean, 2005). Goldman (1977) found that reliance on textbooks is not the best way to teach content area comprehension. First, students do not transfer knowledge to new situations; second, students can misinterpret information from texts depending upon their prior knowledge of the content; and third, more effective strategies and materials are available that are essential in today’s classroom, for instance, higher level thinking, and cooperative learning to problem solve.

Allington (2002) suggests two reasons why adolescent students struggle with mastering disciplinary content in the classroom; the first is the mismatch between text book levels and the students' actual reading levels, the second, as Wade and Moje (2000) and Sanacore and Palumbo (2009) also suggest, is the overreliance of textbooks as the main instructional resource for all students. Allington, (2002) calculated the instructional reading level of the texts adopted by most school districts and found that students misread or did not know 5% of the words in text. While 5% may not appear to be a large percentage, Allington says that it translates to students missing between five and 20
words out of every 100 in a typical classroom textbook, and of the words that are most likely misread are the content specific words that are crucial to learning the concepts.

Gunning, (2003) emphasizes the importance of the appropriate match between student’s reading levels and actual levels of reading materials provided in the classroom. He found that the most important instructional decision a teacher can make, “is making the appropriate match of appropriate materials for the reader.” He states the obvious, students who are given material that is too easy are not challenged and students who get material that is too difficult do not make progress. Worse, the latter group is often off task, may develop behavior issues or become so frustrated that they give up and often end up hating reading.

Alger (2009) investigated first-year teachers' in-class and out-of-class reading assignments in both rural and suburban settings, with both high and low students on free or reduced-lunch, and with and without schools meeting Annual Yearly Progress in the high school classroom. Alger (2009) found that the beginning teachers interviewed were aware that students were unable to read and comprehend the textbooks independently. Some of the remarks from these novice teachers in the interview included the following statements:

My 11th and 12th Graders have difficulty making meaning of the text. You can assign a paragraph with what you think is very clear explanations and then ask them a question, and they can't pull the information out of the reading. (p. 62)

You can't send them (students) home with a reading assignment, know that they can read the words but not well enough to understand the content. A lot
of times once they read (the text) and I ask them what they read, they have no idea. (p. 63)

“I have plenty of problems getting my students to read and I know there is a correlation between my students earning Ds and Fs and their below-grade-level reading abilities” (p. 63), “I can't assign more than a page and a half because I believe my students will get lost in the text” (p. 66), and "[t]he fit between the textbook and my students is so far off the mark that the text is used more as a reference than as a major source of transmission of information" (p. 66).

Alger (2009) determined that novice teachers are well aware of the difficulty of using textbooks in the classroom. Her findings found that novice teachers will find a variety of ways to transmit knowledge and concepts rather than or in addition to using the textbooks because "time is better spent" developing multiple strategies and texts to ensure knowledge acquisition and in order to reduce the amount of reading required by their students.

Not only is American education textbook-dominated (Armbruster & Anderson, 1988) but social studies text in particular “have exerted greater influence on the regular education curriculum than any other factor” and are among the most difficult reading materials that students come across; and textbook quality continues to be a professional concern in educational research and practice (Harniss, Dickson, Kinder, & Hollenbeck, 2001). Reciprocal Mapping uses a variety of informational text sources which can serve to minimize this difficulty.
Novice Teachers

Further complicating the issue of dominant textbook use in content area classrooms as the main source of instructional delivery coupled with teacher lecture, is the fact that novice teachers often abandon effective methodologies previously learned in teacher colleges. First, there is a dichotomy between what they are taught in teacher colleges and what they actually see in their field experiences. “Many preservice teachers report observing mainly textbook lessons in their student teaching placements. This notion is reinforced with the mental models these students bring with them from their own years in elementary classrooms” (Burstein, 2009). This phenomenon, attributed to Dan C. Lortie, is called apprenticeship of observation because the practices, practices that are in opposition to what they have been taught as effective teaching strategies, are “so ingrained due to students’ past experiences in their own schooling make it difficult to change their thinking.” Novice teachers will fall back on these traditional teaching models, which include teacher-centered, textbook-based and memory and fact-based assessment because they see master teachers at their school site teaching that way, and are often overwhelmed by the minutiae of beginning teachers' stressors and give way to the perceived easier path. DeWitt & Freie (2005) note that novice teachers find it difficult to incorporate more effective teaching practices because “state curricula and traditional approaches deal with content in specific ways.” Novice teachers do not feel confident to try the newer strategies and techniques that they were recently taught.

Meuwissen (2005) found that beginning teachers’ practices may not reflect what they were taught at teacher colleges to be myriad and include “the presence of traditional student and teacher accountability measures and a hesitance to work outside them, a lack
of strong models, not rewards for innovative teaching, and the belief that secondary students are incapable of handling complex analytical thinking.” Novice teachers lack that authority and expertise to turn purpose into process, no matter how much they want to follow the methodologies taught at college, they are not yet able to travel the road between their teacher education classes and the true classroom context encountered in their daily lives. Reciprocal Mapping can help bridge this road because it provide a entrance ramp that novice teachers can use to teach social studies concepts in a way that they learned in college and that is able to be taught without an inordinate amount of time, expertise or buy-in.

Science educators find similar tendencies among novice teachers as they search for more effective ways of teaching science based on the reform perspectives of the National Science Education Standards. Swars and Dooley (2010) say that there is a need for a “substantial paradigmatic shift” about learning how to teach science in the classroom for many teachers, “particularly because this is often not how they learned as students of science.” Similar to finding with social studies teachers being victims of apprenticeship of observation, Swars and Dooley (2010) found that studies in teacher apprenticeship in science have shown that “many beginning teachers tend to engage in conservative, teacher-centered approaches to science instruction.”

Informational text structure is more challenging. While narrative text structure tells a story and follows a pattern; typically with characters, setting, plot, a problem and solution, and is temporally ordered, it becomes a predictable pattern and is relatively easy for students to master (Venezy, 2000; Williams, 2003; Yopp & Yopp, 2006). On the other hand, informational text gives factual information in a number of different ways;
compare and contrast, lists of information, cause and effect and more. The variety of informational text, coupled with its unpredictable pattern, can cause difficulty for students. Not only is the informational text itself difficult, but the textbooks that students are required to use are often inconsiderate (Armbruster & Anderson, 1988). Inconsiderate text includes items such as poor organization, a high rate of unknown vocabulary that is content specific, little background knowledge and random text structures. These factors are the reason so many students experience difficulties as they struggle to read and comprehend informational text. However, research has shown that by directly teaching text structure students can comprehend informational text with success. The following research clearly establishes the relationship between students' knowledge of text structure and comprehension of informational text.

**Text Structure and Comprehension**

The following four studies examined how direct instruction of informational text structure positively impact student comprehension of that text (Bakken et al., 1997; Hall, Sabey, & McClennan, 2005; Meyer & Poon, 2001; Reutzel et al., 2005). Studies were selected from different age levels in order to look at the impact on participants along the spectrum of College and Career Ready, as mentioned in the Common Core State Standards Initiative.

Meyer and Poon (2001) examined informational structure training on the recall, memory of key ideas, and use of top-level structure on adults. A total of 121 adults, 56 young adults (21 men and 35 women) and 65 older adults (25 men and 40 women) participants were paid to take part in ten 90-minute sessions. Participants were evaluated and categorized as very low, low, average, high, or very high in reading skills and were
randomly assigned to either structure strategy training, interest strategy training, or no training using a stratified random assignment procedure. Meyer and Poon (2001) were investigating whether a particular text structure would affect recall of text in each of the groups.

One-half of the participants read texts with signaling and the other half read texts without signaling. The strategy training group learned to identify the text structures and then use the specific structure to aid recall of text. The interest-list group evaluated their interest in the reading material and practiced remembering what they read. Four recalls and five summaries were completed by each participant. Memory of text was scored on three main criteria: (a) total recall, (b) recall of the gist, and (c) top-level structure.

Meyer and Poon (2001) found the while the all hypothesized effects were supported, three significant main effects were found: training on total recall, identifying the gist and using top-level structure. They found that both younger and older adults benefited from the structure training more than the interest-list strategy training. Structure strategy training had a larger affect than signaling and although they both impacted the recall and the consistency of use of the strategy, only the instruction with the text structure substantially increased recall on total and gist recall. The authors found that it appears necessary to provide readers with instruction in how to identify and use text structure to aid recall and to determine important information.

Bakken, Mastropieri, and Scruggs (1997) compared the effects of comprehension-fostering strategies on science and social studies text with 54 8th Grade students with learning disabilities who were stratified by sex randomly assigned to a text-structured based strategy, paragraph restatement strategy, or traditional instruction. Bakken et al.
found that the explicit teaching of comprehension strategies did increase comprehension of both science and social studies text for these 8th Graders.

In the text-structured based strategy condition, students were taught a new text-structure based strategy a day, for three days. First, they were taught that informational text has specific, but different organizational patterns. They were shown how to identify three main types of informational text structures, main idea and supporting detail, listing, a main topic followed by a list of characteristics, and order, a main topic with specific steps or order of events. Then each subsequent day, the students were explicitly taught each of the three text types in more detail with practice. Each of the three days began with a review of previously taught text types, followed with instruction with the new text type. On the last day, identification procedures for the three text types were reviewed and the strategies for identification discussed.

The paragraph restatement strategy began with comparison between leisure reading (narrative text) and science reading (informational text). Then the students were taught the paragraph restatement strategy and practiced it with both narrative and informational passages, the informational passage used the main idea and supporting details text type. Students were asked to write down everything they could remember about the passage. Each subsequent day, review was provided and students then read each of the other two text types under investigation, list and order. Students were again asked to read the text and then restate the paragraphs.

Traditional instruction strategy provided students with an explanation of the difference between narrative and informational passages, identical to those read in the paragraph restatement condition. Students were then taught how to read an informational
passage and answer questions about the content of the passage. Students practiced with narrative and informational text, beginning with main idea passages, and on each subsequent day, after a review, the list and order passages. The researchers felt that this was similar to the type of instruction students receive in typical classroom-based activities.

Results of the study showed that students in the text-structure based strategy condition performed better than students in either of the other two conditions. Students in the text-structure based strategy were better able to recall more ideas from the text they had read. These students were also able to transfer and apply this skill to social studies passages and perform well. Students in the paragraph restatement condition did outperform the traditional group, but did not do as well as the text-structure based group. In fact, students in the traditional group did not make any significant gains in comprehension.

In a study with younger students, Hall, Sabey, and McClennan (2005) investigated the effects of teaching text structure, specifically compare and contrast, to 2nd Grade students to comprehend informational text. Seventy-two 2nd Grade students were first homogeneously placed into instructional guided reading groups and then randomly assigned to one of three instructional treatment groups: text structure, content, and no instruction. For all three, teachers first introduced the text, read it, and revisited and discussed the text with the students. The first students were taught target words associated with compare and contrast informational text, such as alike, both, similar and in contrast to. Students read the text aloud, and as they read, the teacher pointed out the signal words and aided with difficult vocabulary. Then, teachers and students discussed
the reading focusing on comprehension, text connections and comparisons. Students were instructed to complete a compare and contrast graphic organizer showing the important parts of the informational text. Finally, students were instructed to write a summary of the reading using the compare and contrast graphic organizer.

After the initial instruction on the compare and contrast text structure, a content instructional program began that had three components: 1) introducing, 2) reading and discussing, and 3) revisiting the text. The difference between the text structure and content instructional groups was the focus on instruction - content or text structure. The text structure group focused on text structure awareness, the content group focused on background knowledge and vocabulary.

Findings of the study suggest that young children benefit from both text structure and content specific vocabulary, using reading strategies such as graphic organizers. In addition, when students were taught the target words in association with the graphic organizer, students' comprehension of informational text improved.

In another study with 2nd Graders, Reutzel, Smith and Fawson (2005) investigated two instructional approaches, either a series of single comprehension strategies taught one at a time, or a family of comprehension strategies in a collaborative, interactive, instructional routine. Participants were 2nd Grade students in a high poverty, low performing school with over 50% of the children qualifying for free or reduced lunch. The students were randomly assigned to the two treatment groups in a study that lasted 16 weeks.

There were some similarities between the two treatments. In both students were taught the comprehension strategies explicitly, including explanation of the strategy, why
it was important and where and when to use it. Both treatments scaffolded the use of strategies from teacher to student, in a gradual release of responsibility. Both groups engaged in verbal interactions and cooperative learning activities in order to complete group activities. The chief difference between the two approaches was a focus on how cognitive comprehension strategies work together. In the single strategy instruction, the students learned the skills in isolation and were left to figure out how to coordinate and use the individual strategies. In the multiple strategy instruction, the students were helped to coordinate the use of the set of strategies while engaging with multiple informational texts over time.

Findings showed that teaching a family of comprehension strategies coupled with the use of graphic organizers positively impacted the students acquisition of content knowledge from text. The students in the family of strategies were able to produce elaborate retellings for both near and far transfer of texts than students who were taught the single strategy.

**Effective Ways to Support High-risk Readers**

Effective comprehension strategies have been frequently researched in recent decades. From this research, it has been clearly documented that proficient readers can decode words quickly, use background knowledge, recognize vocabulary, and monitor comprehension before, during and after reading with skilled readers, Paris, Wasik, and Turner, (1991) take comprehension to the next level as they interact with text and use an array of strategies such as predict, visualize, question, summarize, clarify and connect to prior knowledge. This takes the use of metacognitive strategies which is best done by older and higher achieving students (Baker, 2005). There is evidence that metacognitive
knowledge can begin to be developed at an early age (Duke & Pearson, 2002). However, developing metacognition takes the use of working memory resources (Pinprich & Zuhso, 2002). Therefore, young children and novices need to be scaffolded to learn to use metacognitive strategies (Pinprich & Zuhso, 2002). Successful readers spontaneously acquire the use of metacognitive knowledge and control (Borkowski, Carr, and Pressley, 1987). But most students need explicit instruction (Baker, 2005). Therefore, not all students learn how to implement metacognitive strategies independently; they need direct, explicit instruction and practice using the strategies in meaningful contexts.

Abadaino & Turner (2002), in their summary of the RAND Reading Study Group Report on reading comprehension conclude that good instruction is the most powerful means of developing proficient comprehenders and preventing reading comprehension problems.

**Multidimensional Instructional Frameworks**

Examples of multidimensional instructional frameworks for developing comprehension in the middle grades that have adequate research evidence to support their use have been clearly documented and include Reciprocal Teaching, Transactional Strategies Instruction, Collaborative Strategic Reading, and Concept Oriented Reading Instruction. This study examines Reciprocal Mapping, another multidimensional instructional strategy framework.

Rosenshine and Meister (1994) reporting on effects of Reciprocal Teaching found overall effect sizes of .32 when using standard tests of comprehension and .88 when measures were teacher-developed. One important educational feature of Reciprocal Teaching is the scaffolding involved in the teaching process and the gradual release of responsibility until the strategy is used independently, both of which are components of
Reciprocal Mapping. Critics say that Reciprocal Teaching is rigid, time consuming and has become routinized and is not as effective as its original intention. Reciprocal Mapping uses comprehension strategies in its learning sequence, is taught in a scaffolded instructional method but is less rigidly formatted and more easily adapted to a wide range of informational text.

A second instructional framework that has been found to develop higher order comprehension for adolescent learners is Transactional Strategies Instruction. This approach to reading comprehension teaches students to be active participants in their own learning. It is based on Sturnberg’s (1985, 1997) triarchic theory of componential reading comprehension which includes analytic, practical, and creative aspects. Effective readers choose a variety of ways to navigate and master text. As with reciprocal teaching, students learn comprehension strategies, predicting, clarifying, visualizing, summarizing, connecting information with background knowledge and monitoring comprehension; but the students learn “the how, why and when to a set of comprehension strategies” as they are actively engaged in the reading process.

Studies investigated the effects of transactional strategies instruction directly; one with 2nd Grade children’s reading, the second with 5th and 6th Grade readers and the third on students with reading disabilities in Grades 6 through 11. In all three studies treatment groups were found to outperform their peers in control groups, and also teachers reported a growth in students’ self confidence, enjoyment of reading, were more willing to read and to read more difficult text and finally more likely to work in collaboration with classmates to understand text and react to and elaborate upon text, i.e. to become metacognitive readers in the comprehension process.
Reciprocal Mapping uses the comprehension strategies in Transactional Strategies Instruction in a recursive nature as students work between the printed text and the new text they are generating as they acquire informational knowledge to complete their individual work. Students use classroom text, information from the Internet, content area publications, informational books typically found in content area classrooms.

A third strategy, Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR) is a reading comprehension method that uses active strategy instruction combined with a social and collaborative learning environment developed by Klingner, Vaughn and Schumm (1998). CSR uses brainstorming, predicting, comprehension monitoring and questioning as the core of its reading comprehension strategies to help students understand informational text. Similar to both Reciprocal Teaching (RT) and Transactional Strategies Instruction (TSI) teachers initially explain and model the different strategies first and gradually release responsibility as the students become proficient using the different techniques. Students work in small group settings to continue to practice the strategies until they are ready to use them independently.

Studies investigated the effects of Collaborative Strategic Reading with upper elementary and middle school students and found that students in the CSR group made significantly higher scores as assessed on a reading comprehension test. A second study in a co-teach middle school class found that both general education and exceptional education students made gains. In a year-long study in 4th Grade, gains were significant in the high/average group and, while other students did show growth, the differences were not statistically significant.
However, CSR requires a high level of teacher involvement and follow through. Klingner, Vaughn and Schumm (1998) found that the way collaborative strategic reading was taught was directly related to the gains students made in the pre and post test. As with Transactional Strategies Instruction, Klingner, Vaughn and Schumm recognizes that collaborative strategic reading is time consuming and challenging and requires a certain level of expertise to ensure the strategy is taught effectively. Klingner, Vaughn and Schumm questions whether this strategy can be used by all teachers.

Reciprocal Mapping mirrors Collaborative Strategic Reading in that it is an active processing routine that entails a social and collaborative learning environment. However, Reciprocal Mapping, once learned, does not require a high level of direct teacher involvement in the same way that the Collaborative Strategic Reading does. Reciprocal Mapping does not require an inordinately high level of expertise and can be taught across content area classrooms, as well as in language arts classrooms.

Concept Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) developed by Guthrie, Van Meter, McCann, Bennett, Poundstone, Rice, Fabisch, Hunt and Mitchell (1996) is a framework that combines reading strategy instruction with content area knowledge. Originally, it was developed for use in science conceptual knowledge. This framework integrates and supports student motivation. Concept Oriented Reading Instruction melds the teaching of reading strategies with motivational engagement and social interaction to enhance the learning process and to develop an intrinsic motivation for students to choose to read.

Investigations using CORI in 3rd and 5th Grade over the course of a year, reported positive findings in comprehension and motivation. In addition, students taking part in the study reported reading more often and were more motivated to participate in
reading comprehension activities. A second study by Guthrie et al. (1996) again with 3rd Graders found that students in the concept oriented reading instruction group outperformed peers on several measure of reading comprehension, although not all comparisons reached statistically significant levels.

As with the previously mentioned frameworks, CORI depends on well-trained and devoted teachers who both understand and support the model. It appears from the studies on these frameworks that teacher training and commitment to each framework is an important aspect of its success. Although Reciprocal Mapping uses many of the core tenants of CORI including observing, personalizing, searching, retrieving, integrating, and communication with peers, with Reciprocal Mapping students perform these activities in a naturalistic, self-driven way. While Reciprocal Mapping is based on research-based reading strategies, there is less of an onus on “teacher buy-in” in order for students to be successful. Like Collaborative Strategic Reading and Concept Oriented Reading Instruction, Reciprocal Mapping used authentic reading materials found in most content area classrooms. One of Reciprocal Mappings strengths is that it can be used with such a wide range of informational text. The majority of the studies conducted to research effective intervention in the content area classroom typically use only one informational text type; just compare contrast, or just cause effect. Reciprocal Mapping can be used with any of the informational text types. Since Reciprocal Mapping can be used with any type of informational text, it is much more flexible, and does not require the depth of teacher training that these research-based strategies do.
Effective Classroom Practices for Teaching Informational Text

Principles for Use of Graphic Organizers

In 1997, Congress formed a national panel on reading in order to determine the effectiveness of different reading instruction approaches used in the United States. The panel was created by the Director of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and the Secretary of Education. This panel, the National Reading Panel (NRP, 2000), studied research-based reading programs over a two year period and found five topics that merited further intensive study: alphabets, fluency, comprehension, teacher education and reading instruction, and computer technology and reading instruction. Within the area of comprehension, a subcategory listed was text comprehension instruction. The panel found 16 categories of text comprehension instruction of which seven "appear to have a solid scientific basis for concluding that these types of instruction improve comprehension" and the panel cited the use of graphic and semantic organizers as an important part of the process of reading comprehension.

Graphic organizers have been defined in many ways that include important nuances for the purpose of this study. DiCecco and Gleason (2002) describe graphic organizers are visual portrayals or representations that depict relationships among the key concepts in learning tasks; Chmielewski and Dansereau (1988) found that they depict a variety of relationships and structures in a single display; and Stull and Mayer (2007) found that they depict the organization plan of the text - all of which help student construct and understand relational knowledge. Graphic organizers aid students to determine the main idea of narrative text and central idea of informational text (Williams, 2003). Alvermann (1982) found that students were able to efficiently retrieve and store
information through the use of graphic organizers. Graphic organizers can aid in comprehension because they provide a non-linear representation of linear text which can help students visualize concepts, which can be especially important for a variety of high-risk readers (Chang, Sung, & Chen, 2002). Graphic organizers give teachers a way to see what the students know, what kinds of relationships they are making and the ability to correct errors of student understanding, (Clarke, 1991). Graphic organizers aid disciplinary learning in many ways and in the next section research is reviewed that demonstrates this.

**Graphic Organizers Aid in Development of Relational Knowledge**

Types of questions found in many middle school textbooks are within the lower fields of Bloom's Taxonomy and Webb's Depth of Knowledge, that is, recall or retell. Questions at the top of Bloom's and Webb's that require deeper thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis or strategic thinking, are less frequently featured resulting in students' inability to understand how facts in textbooks relate to each other. Using, constructing, and implementing graphic organizers during academic instruction will help students learn the basic objectives, and, also, to understand important relationships among them.

Ausubel (1960) in a seminal study found that the use of advanced organizers facilitated the retention of concepts read from passages, provided optimal anchorage, promoted effective initial schema formation and relations, and promoted long-term memory. With regard to visual relationships between central ideas, he found that when students are presented with new concepts without being provided with a background of conceptual information, students use their closest approximate conceptualization of the learning task. Because it is unlikely that students have a clear understanding of new
concepts being taught, especially in disciplinary classes, the learner tends to use the most proximate and relevant concepts they have that they can associate with the new content. Ausubel (1960) found that it was highly improbable that the students would have an accurate concept of the new content and that "the most dependable way to ensure that students are using appropriate concepts is to provide the appropriate cognitive structure prior to the actual presentation of the learning task." Ausubel showed that cognitive structure has a hierarchical organization; with new concepts being subsumed under broader more inclusive concepts until "learning" occurs. This is continual process students use to refine and assimilated new knowledge. Providing students with a visual representation of how concepts are related allows the student the ability to "draw upon and mobilize relevant subsuming concepts already established in the students cognitive structure making them part of the subsuming entity" (Ausubel, 1960).

Mayer's theory of cognitive learning, (2001), is consistent with Ausubel's findings on the academic benefits of graphic organizers. Mayer's research shows that student's face a constant barrage of information. This information gets filtered through the brain in one of two ways. Either it is of "no importance" to the student, even though it may be the exact concept the teacher is trying to convey, and the student allows the information to pass through their cognition and it is lost, or the student will actively select that information as being important, interesting, or of impact. Once selected, the new information is organized (or subsumed) with current information the student already has about the topic. This process can be strengthened in many ways, one of which is with visual representations. Finally, as the student manages the organizational activity, he or she then has to integrate and store this new knowledge into long-term memory, and so
learning has occurred. Providing students with a visual representation of important
concepts prior to or during learning, helps them visually make the connections needed
between the known and the new knowledge being taught so the student can use his
cognitive capacity more efficiently to store knowledge into long term memory and
facilitate concept retrieval.

Researching the impact of using graphic organizers to achieve relational
knowledge from informational text in middle school learning disabled students, DiCecco
and Gleason (2002) found the use of graphic organizers showed a significant difference
in relational learning. Their study, a pretest-posttest control group design, was conducted
in a social studies classroom with middle school learning disabled students. The
treatment group received instruction with the use of graphic organizers, while the control
group did not. The time frame of the study was four weeks, the instructional format was
the same for both groups with the experimental group receiving the graphic organizers
showing the relationships among topics on an overhead, while the control group
discussed relationships only. The results of study supported their conclusion that the use
of graphic organizers aided students with learning disabilities in their recall of relational
knowledge. They explained “using graphic organizers to aid student learning is effective
in many ways. Students are able to see relationships between and among concepts
without having to navigate lengthy or complicated text. The spatial format of a graphic
organizer conveys conceptual relationships. Graphic organizers that are presented prior to
new or difficult information allow the learner to activate their schemata about the topic
which enhances the learning experience. Graphic organizers used during instruction help
to refine misconceptions while those used after readings are an effective summarizing
tool.” Although the students showed significantly higher posttest scores on relational knowledge, the graphic organizers did not appear to aid the students in recall of factual information. DiCecco and Gleason (2002) suggest that graphic organizers should be coupled with the use of verbal rehearsal strategies that promote memorization. Reciprocal Mapping uses graphic organizers with collaboration giving students opportunities to verbalize the content.

Additionally, Clarke (1991) suggested that by using graphic organizers such as an inductive tower, students can more easily connect factual statements and draw inductive inferences, a task that is often difficult for students, and give them the ability to assemble information for predictions. Gallavan and Kottler (2007) noted that graphic organizers in social studies classrooms expand critical and higher-order thinking skills, especially analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

**Graphic Organizers Focus Students on Central Ideas**

In addition to aiding students identify relationships between and among ideas, graphic organizers can help student to focus on the main ideas of text. Novak (1990) developed concept maps, a type of graphic organizer, based on Ausubel's (1960) assimilation theory of cognitive learning. The primary function of concept mappings is to help the learner focus on the main idea of narrative text and the major concept of informational text. Two studies based on Novak's (1990) concept maps using two different types of graphic organizers found that their primary function is to focus the students on the selection of the main idea and key words of text, while the second study depicted main ideas and informational concepts in a post organizational knowledge map.
Chalarut and DeBacker (2004) posit that creating and using graphic organizers in learning activities serve to focus students' attention on relevant information in reading passages. In this study, 79 English language learners (ELL) students ages 15 to 22 at a second language learning center in the Midwestern United States, were randomly assigned to a concept mapping group, (the experimental group) and an individual study plus discussion group, (the control group). Materials used for the study were informational passages ranging in length and difficulty that ELL students normally use for instruction. After 4 weeks, the participants were given an achievement test developed to assess understanding of the five passages. Results from a split-plot analyses of variance showed there was a main effect for the concept mapping group over time than the individual study group. The authors contend that use of graphic organizers helped both with relational knowledge but also served to focus the student's attention on relevant information in the informational reading passages to a greater extent than individual study and discussion.

The second type of graphic organizer similar to Novak's concept mapping is knowledge maps that emerged from the work of Chmielewski and Dansereau (1998) which specify the display of key ideas as well as relationships between the key ideas using nodes to show directionality. Hall, Hall and Saling (1999) found that when students were asked to write down main idea and concepts from reading material while viewing a copy of the structure of the knowledge map, scored significantly higher than students who did not. In this study, Hall, et al. (1990) had 90 participants from a medium-sized public university participated in the study with half the students in the control group, which only read the passage, and half in the experimental group that read and put the
main ideas and concepts on the knowledge map. Both groups took a free-recall test based on the information that had read and studied, but not their general knowledge of the content. Results of the ANOVA showed a significant effect size for the experimental group which the authors say demonstrates that the graphic organizer aids students to select and focus on main idea and concepts from their reading.

Additionally, semantic maps a type of graphic organizer that resembles a sun with rays coming out of it, (Graney, 1992) actually put the main idea or key concept in that central area with words, ideas, and other items linked around it. This type of graphic organizer and its obvious placement as the center of this type of organizer, forces the student to either find the main idea or concept or find supporting details about the main idea or concept. Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, & Wei (2004) in a research synthesis, found the use of semantic organizers improves students' comprehension skills.

**Graphic Organizers: an Efficient Way to Help Retrieve and Store Knowledge**

Graphic organizers have been shown to be an effective tool to aid students see relations between ideas and concepts. Graphic organizers also help students hone in on the most important ideas and concepts in both narrative and informational text. Graphic organizers are also helpful for students to use to effectively retrieve information and store facts in long term memory. O'Donnell, Dansereau and Hall (2002) note that students have to concentrate on the most relative information in the text as they construct or use graphic organizers, and that the concentration alone increases ability to recall. Studies have examined how graphic organizers can help students retrieve information from memory because of the relations that they formed during the reading process. It appears that when stored in memory, the relational connections aid in efficient retrieval.
Robinson, Katayama, Dubois and Devaney (1998) investigated the use of graphic organizers as a study aid for tests with 110 undergraduate psychology students in a state university using a 3 x 2 design. The first variable was study materials with text only, text plus outlines, or text plus graphic organizers with the second variable being study occasion. The material was a 6,500-word text on abnormal behavior taken from an undergraduate psychology textbook. Results from the ANOVA showed that the main effects of text-plus-graphic organizer to be significant. Robinson et al posit that since graphic organizers are stored in memory in a spatial format, it allows for easier recall because of the type of processing that graphic organizers encourage. Graphic organizers allow students the opportunity to learn concept relationships and text structure rather than a series of surface facts.

**Graphic Organizers Aid Students of Varying Abilities**

Graphic organizers have been shown to increase relational knowledge, focus on central content, and helps store knowledge in students of all ages. Graphic organizers may also be of special help for students with a variety of abilities including exceptional education students, high-risk readers, and English Language learners.

Horton, Lovitt and Bergerud (1990) in a study that investigated the effectiveness of graphic organizers for three classifications of secondary students in heterogeneous content area classes: exceptional education, remedial, and general education students. Their study composed of three experiments, the first a teacher-directed graphic organizer treatment, the second a student-directed graphic organizer with text references and the third a student-directed graphic organizer with a list of clues. For the purpose of this
study, the results for the high-risk readers and exceptional education students were of specific interest.

Participants for the experiments were three middle school science and social studies classes and three high school social studies classes. Two of each of the three classes were experimental classes, one self study treatment, one graphic organizer treatment, and the 3rd class was the control, or neutral group. Materials for each of the three experiments were content area textbooks from which reading passages were selected that started with a major heading; the lengths of the reading passages across textbooks were within 50 words in length of each other.

Since the purpose of the self-study group was to see how well students could read and comprehend the selected text, no formal training was given to them. They were instructed by the teacher to read and reread the passage for 15 minutes, study the passage in a manner of their own choosing, for example, the students could make a diagram or outline, write study notes, make questions, define key word, or use the glossary; as long as they worked independently, did not write in the book or passage or end up with a written product, and then complete the 15-item student graphic organizer and take the test. This group did not have a specific amount of time to study the graphic organizer, it was considered part of the independent study process and included in the time of treatment.

The teacher-directed graphic organizer group began the same as the self-study group, reading and rereading the passage for 15 minutes. Students were given the same blank graphic organizer as the self-study group, but the teacher directed the completion of the graphic organizer during the whole group session as each student completed their
own organizer, modeling it on the teacher’s whose was visible to the whole group on the overhead projector. This group then studies their graphic organizer for 5 minutes and took the test. Both groups were given 10 minutes to take the test.

The researchers noted that the direction and magnitude of change between treatments was similar for the exceptional education group, so scores were pooled for the analysis. The teacher-directed graphic organizer group scores were significant for the exceptional education group who averaged 73% correct with teacher-directed and 30% correct for self-study. Results for the remedial students also significantly favored the teacher-directed group of the self-study group. Remedial students averaged 80% correct with teacher-directed and 39% correct with self-study.

The purpose for the second experiment was to determine if the effects of the first experiment could be replicated but with student-directed graphic organizers that had specific directions where to find the answers in the text, so it was a more independent activity. The second group was the self-study group and reading comprehension was the assessment. As in the first experiment, the teacher gave directions, students read the passage and completed the maps with the written directions. Results for the second experiment were again pooled due to the consistency in the direction and the magnitude of change between treatments for the exceptional education students. The student-directed graphic organizer with text references scores were significant with the exceptional education students scoring 71% correct with the graphic organizers and the self-study group scoring 19% correct. The mean performance of the remedial students was significantly higher than that of the student-directed graphic organizer with text
references than with the self-study group. Remedial students answered 75% correctly with graphic organizers and 44% correctly with self-study group.

The purpose of the third experiment was to investigate the effectiveness of a variation of a student-directed graphic organizer where students were provided a list of clues that contained the facts and ideas they would need to complete the organizer, rather than the specific page and paragraphs provided in experiment two, compared to the self-study group. Participants were middle school social studies and science classes and high school health classes who were exceptional students or in general education, however the investigators did not include the remedial group in this experiment. Since the present study was interested in exceptional education students and high-risk readers, the results of experiment three were not taken into consideration except to note that the exceptional education students using the student-directed graphic organizer with text references over self study was significant, with students in this group scoring 67% correctly while the self-study group scored 10% correctly.

This study showed that both exceptional education students and high-risk readers performed significantly better on follow up tests in content area subjects when using graphic organizers than those who were self-study students. Perhaps more significantly was the fact that all three types of graphic organizers were delivered in a typical, heterogeneous, content area classrooms found in the majority of school districts. Also of significance is that the content was taught to all participants without separating the exceptional education students, watering down the curriculum, using atypical texts or instruction sequences. It is worthy to note that a specific instructional tool, graphic organizers, can be used effectively in a typical school setting with success.
Additionally, DiCecco and Gleason (2002) found that the use of graphic organizers aid learning disabled students with relational knowledge and recall of social studies concepts. Students’ scores showed they were able to retrieve relational knowledge because they used graphic organizers during the learning phase of concept acquisition. DiCecco and Gleason (2002) note “the graphic organizers group of students were able to retain and recall significantly more relational knowledge and to apply this knowledge by responding with relevant statements.” DiCecco and Gleason note that the explicit instruction was likely a factor in the experimental group’s success with the graphic organizers as well as the fact that the graphic organizer facilitated the content knowledge acquisition by the exceptional education students.

A growing number of English Language Learners (ELL) have entered classrooms. Florida has the fourth highest number of ELL's in the United States, (Batalova, & McHugh, 2010). ELL population in the county of the study grew from .9% in the 2000/01 school year to 9.2% in 2011/2012. It is hypothesized that these students would benefit from the Reciprocal Mapping intervention, in a similar vein to results of experiments using graphic organizers.

Koumy and Salam (1999) investigated the effects of three types of graphic organizers use on the reading comprehension of college freshmen English in Foreign Language (EFL) classes over a five month intervention study, using a pretest posttest design. Students were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups, teacher-initiated mapping, student-mediated mapping, and teacher-student interactive mapping. Participants were randomly divided into the three treatment groups and used the intervention one hour a week during the regular English classes for a five week period.
Materials were a variety of informational reading passages that averaged 800 words.

Pretest and posttest instruments were the Test Of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), Model Test One as the pretest.

As with Horton, Lovitt, and Bergerud (1990), the researchers wanted to see what students would do without teacher intervention. Students were instructed on the use of the graphic organizers in three different ways. In the teacher-mediated group, the students were asked to copy the teacher's drawn organizer from the board, study it and then independently read the passage. Upon completion, students added new information gained onto the map. In the student-mediated condition, students received training in the use of the organizer the week prior to the start of the experiment. During the experiment, the students followed the same procedures as teacher-mediated, but it was done independently, with no teacher model on the board. In the teacher-student interactive condition, the teacher worked directly with the students first to activate background knowledge about the topic by asking questions. The information was then organized onto the organizer on the board. Each student read the passage independently and were to ask the teacher if they had questions about the content. Finally, the new information gains from the passage were added to the map. All students then took the posttest, TOEFL Model Test Two of reading comprehension.

Data were analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance and a t-test at the .05 level of significance. Results showed that all subjects scored equivalently, and that the results were relatively poor, the researchers posited that this result was probably due to students being taught to read at the decoding level, rather than reading for meaning. On the three experimental results, students in the teacher-student interactive group scored
significantly higher than both the teacher-initiated and student-mediated groups. The researchers explained that activating students' prior knowledge was important in the results. Additionally, students in the teacher and student mediated group engaged in dialog about their prior knowledge with that of the teacher, which built upon their store of knowledge before reading the passage, which is one of the major strengths of graphic organizers as discussed in this review. Finally the teacher-student interactive strategy was successful due to the actual interaction between the teacher and students dialog during the whole lesson, not only with the activation of prior knowledge. Two important outcomes are noted here. With ELL students, (a) teacher modeling of the map, the recursive process that the teacher and the students used to build and refine knowledge during the reading and (b) the actual use of the graphic organizer impacted positively on student learning.

Chularut and DeBacker (2004) investigated the effectiveness of concept mapping as a learning strategy with ELL students on achievement, self-regulation, and self-efficacy versus individual study plus discussion group. For the purpose of this study, the results of the achievement of concept mapping with the use of graphic organizers is of interest. Seventy-nine students who attended a center for learning English on a university campus in the Midwest participated in a study that lasted four weeks. Students ranged in age from 15 to 22 years with approximately half high school students and half college undergraduates. Participants represented four levels of English proficiency: 19 students were beginners, and 20 each at the intermediate, advanced, and expert levels. Students were randomly assigned to the two experimental groups, 40 students to the concept mapping group and 39 to the study plus discussion group. Students were given an
achievement test to serve as a pretest, which consisted of reading passages and multiple choice items.

The individual study plus discussion group studied the same five passages in the same sequence as the concept mapping group. However, their instructional routine was a commonly encountered session that included preteaching the vocabulary, instructor help during the reading of the passage, and a 30-minute whole group discussion of meanings and implications after reading was complete. During the reading phase, students were encouraged to use any study strategies that they were familiar with and were able to ask the instructor for help as needed. Posttests were administered week four over two sessions in the same manner as the pretest.

Chularut and DeBacker (2004) conducted split-plot analyses of variance to determine results using an x level of .05 which resulted in a significant main effect for method of instruction for concept mapping higher than the individual study plus discussion group. The concept mapping group showed greater gains over time, 35 percentage points than the individual study plus discussion group who scored 20 percentage points, with the lower proficiency groups scoring higher, 22 percentage points, that the higher proficient group, 22 percentage points.

Chularut and DeBacker's (2004) study demonstrated that using concept mapping, a type of graphic organizers, students were able to comprehend reading passages more effectively than the study only counterparts. Of interest to the current study is that even with a 30 minute explicit lesson on the use of the concept map, students were able to show significant gains in reading comprehension of informational text over teacher led discussion. The use of the graphic organizers have shown that students are able to
comprehend and remember more effectively than student who are taught with traditional approaches. It appears that the construction of the graphic organizer facilitates learning for exceptional education students, high-risk readers, and English Language Learners.

**Graphic Organizers Provide a Window into Students' Thinking**

Teachers need to be able to continually assess their students' knowledge acquisition, both to ensure learning is taking place and, perhaps, more importantly, to be able to address misconceptions as quickly as possible. The sooner a teacher can "unpack student thinking" (Mackinnon & Keppell, 2005), the sooner they can redirect and reteach the concept.

Mackinnon and Keppell (2005) in a study with 90 college teacher-study undergraduates who worked on creating concept maps during instruction with each other and with the maps being viewed by the whole group, found that the maps provided a framework for the students and the instructor to address misconceptions right away. In an interview with the participants, Mackinnon and Keppell (2005) notes the following types of statements:

- “Scaffolding students' learning is important, but I can't do this effectively without knowing the way students think.
- “The concept map lets me as a teacher get inside the student's head”.
- “I can see where their thinking is going when the students articulate their understanding in a drawing”.

Mackinnon and Keppel (2005) note that as the teacher sees the same types of mistakes the students consistently make, particularly conceptual connections, the
emerging maps being co-constructed allows the teacher to adjust their instructional sequencing, or change the manner in which they introduce or teach the topic initially.

**Vocabulary**

Vocabulary has been noted to be among the chief culprits barring the way for students' success with informational text (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2002; Hall & Sabey, 2007; Nagy, 1988; Palmer & Stewart, 2005). Chall (1983) further observed these demands increase across content areas and spiral up through the higher elementary grades and on into middle and high school. Vocabulary plays an important role in a student's ability to understand text. There is a long-standing acknowledgment that vocabulary knowledge strongly influences reading comprehension. Comprehension can dramatically decrease if a reader skips or ignores unfamiliar words that seem difficult, (Hall & Sabey, 2007). However, exposure to and understanding of new vocabulary is of major importance in the selection and reading of informational text for students. The NRP (2000) noted the importance of vocabulary in the development of reading comprehension citing Whipple’s (1925) research that found that growth in reading power means continuous growth in word knowledge. Vocabulary is critically important in the development of reading comprehension. In order to enhance comprehension of informational text, students need to be able to make meaning of new words. (Bos, Anders, Filip, & Jaffe, 1989). Lyda and Duncan (1967) found that high-risk readers made gains if they were pre-taught vocabulary before they began their reading.

Content area vocabulary is especially difficult for students to master. Because the language used in these specific domains is so specific, many students, especially high-risk readers and English-language learners, have difficulty learning content (Brozo,
Fang, Schleppegrell, and Cox (2003) specifies several reasons why content area vocabulary is so difficult: the vocabulary itself is technical, sentence length is often long and complex, nouns are abstract and lengthy, passive voice is used, confusing subordinate clauses and a variety of difficulties with how proposition, conjunction, pronouns and ellipsis are used. Fang (2006) notes that while social studies teachers can offer students ways to make history “come alive,” due to abstract concepts and interpretations needed to master historical thinking, students need language resources, especially high-risk readers and English language learners. Students need to be able to master social studies specialized vocabulary, grammatical patterns, typical genres and rhetorical traditions.

In a mixed-method study conducted by Wood, Vintinner, Hill-Miller, Harmon and Hedrick (2009), teachers' concerns about vocabulary instruction were addressed. They asked 390 middle school teachers in three different states were asked what skills they needed to teach vocabulary more effectively. The results of teacher responses were compared with three pre-service literacy methods textbooks to compare if what the teachers felt were important were contained in the textbooks. No explicit instruction was found on how to teach vocabulary. However, teachers' concerns were addressed indirectly within the chapters in the textbooks, but not directly taught or in a specific chapter. Preservice teachers wanted more specific information regarding why, when, and how to teach vocabulary strategies. The authors determined that preservice teachers need to be explicitly taught the strategies, how to use the strategies in content area classes and also when to use the strategies.
Building Background Knowledge

Background experience or prior knowledge, knowing that comes from previous experience has been identified as being a critical component in comprehension according to schema theory (Anderson & Pearson, 1984) but in practice it is rarely addressed outside of assessment (Fisher & Frey, 2009; Kamil, Borman, Dole, Kral, Salinger, & Torgesen, 2008). But, it is an essential component of attaining new knowledge. According to Anderson and Pearson (1984), schema theory explains that new knowledge must be connected to existing knowledge. Keene and Zimmermann (2007) found one of the most effective ways to improve reading comprehension is to activate a student’s prior knowledge before reading new or difficult text. Fisher and Frey (2013) noted that background knowledge mediates how and the extent to which other reading comprehension strategies are used. Alfassi (2004) stated that the more extensive a reader's background knowledge is, the easier it is to acquire new information offered by the text.

Brozo (2010) commenting on the importance of prior knowledge, on his studies on the relevant recent advent of Response to Intervention (RtI) programs, notes that “four decades of research in reading comprehension support the primacy of relevant prior knowledge.” Brozo also asserts that reading is domain specific, as evidenced by the “so called” fourth-grade slump; saying that while children in the younger grades who do acquire reading skills are often unable to transfer those skills to content text because of the relevant prior knowledge for that content. He says the “force of domain-specific knowledge on comprehension cannot be dismissed.”
Strangman and Hall (2004) note that “by far, the most frequent curriculum application of interest for studies of background knowledge is content-area reading.” The majority of the students cited by Strangman and Hall explored outcomes relating to reading informational text with a narrow range of subjects in science, social studies and reading. Langer's (1984) findings suggest that a student’s background knowledge is a significant and reliable predictor of passage-specific comprehension, perhaps more so than reading ability.

One of the most crucial processes during comprehension is the students’ ability to activate their schema, or background knowledge, in order to cement new knowledge with previously learned concepts. Cakir (2008) suggests the importance of the classroom teacher in providing background knowledge for students, especially with informational text. Cakir suggests pre-reading, including activities for different types of texts, helps activate appropriate schema in learners.

**Reciprocity of Literacy Processes**

Two strong connotations of the reciprocal nature of learning are prevalent in reading research literature. Perhaps the clearest and most evident is the reciprocity in the broad realm of language arts, reading, writing, listening, oral language, viewing and visually representing; but more specifically between the reading and writing, decoding and encoding process. The RAND Reading Study Group (2002) defined reading as the process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through interaction and involvement with written language.

Effective teaching research has shown that language arts, i.e. listening, talking, reading, writing, viewing and visually representing, should be taught simultaneously and
reciprocally; that there should be no division among them and should be taught and practiced together (Lapp, Flood, Brock & Fisher, 2007). Loban (1976) documented the language growth and development of a group of 338 students from K-12. Loban was researching how speech, reading, writing were correlated. Three of Loban’s findings are especially noteworthy; positive correlations among listening, talking, reading and writing; students with less-effective oral language abilities tended to have less-effective written language abilities; there is a strong relationship between students’ oral language ability and their overall academic ability. Loban’s study demonstrates a clear relationship among the language arts.

Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton and Johnston (2000) call literacy a braid of interwoven threads, with reading, oral language, writing and orthography twisting together which yields literacy. Teachers must know how to direct children’s attentions to the relationships about the way these literacy braids weave together to produce language. Central to the crux of the reciprocity of reading and writing is evidenced in decades of research in the development aspects of word knowledge with children that have documented the “convergence of spelling errors in clusters that reflect children’s confusion over certain recurring orthographic principles.” Bear et al. (2000) elaborate that the “harmony in the timing of development is a synchrony of reading, writing and spelling development.”

Butler and Turbill (1984) and Bear et al. (2000) have similar graphic organizers showing the synchrony of literacy development that are similar. Butler and Turbill (1984) note five stages of the interrelatedness of reading and writing. Their comparison looks at what readers and writers do during the iterative process and reading and writing;
processes such as prereading/prewriting, reading/drafting, responding/revising, exploring/editing and applying/publishing. The end product of both reading and writing processes is to construct meaning which is a recursive process between the two. Bear (1991) saw the link between fluency and orthographic knowledge as a relatively new connection at the time. The link though, suggests an integrated model of literacy development where there is a synchrony in development among reading, writing and spelling.

Goswami (2000) notes that phonological and lexical development have parallels and that research suggests that phonological development may be closely connected to lexical development. Goswami found that “phonological awareness is tied to the quality of the representations of words that children have in their mental lexicons and that the quality of these representation at the speech-based level, seems to be critical for reading development.”

Barone and Morrow (2003), say that young children “once viewed as preliterate, are now more widely perceived as emergent readers and writers. There is no formal time in which literacy acquisition begins; rather, a recursive fluid process of literacy development takes place from the time children are born.”

Treiman and Rodriguez (1999) found that young children search for “systematic relations between print and speech from an early stage” from a study conducted with preschoolers and kindergarteners. The study further found that young children can begin to grasp the relationships between what they hear with how the word looks and that the young learners actively seek to make sense of the writing system.
Juel and Minden-Cupp (2000) in research on effective teaching strategies for 1st grade instruction to learning to read words, note that when children use invented spelling or “writing for sounds” it appears that when children process both the writing and segmentation of sounding out the word simultaneously, it promotes both letter-sound knowledge and phonological awareness. They say that “learning to read and write involves attending to these sound units and connecting them to spelling patterns.” Juel and Minden-Cupp (2000) noted that children who have middle-range literacy skills when entering 1st grade, benefited from a classroom with more trade books and time for writing text in learning to read.

Allington (2002) commenting on what the NRP did not consider among the most important pillars of scientific reading instruction says that writing and reading have reciprocal positive effects and should be considered absolutely essential when considering scientific reading instruction. The more integrated and transparent the reading/writing, composing/comprehending, decoding/encoding processes are to students, the more effectively will they take advantage of the “natural reciprocity” between and among the reading and language processes.

Wallace, Pearman, Hail and Hurst (2007) note that many teachers continue to treat reading and writing as separate content area subjects. However, reading and writing are considered to be interrelated; both reading and reading are strongly interconnected. Using writing to help students connect with text will increase their comprehension of text – whether it is fiction, nonfiction, or content area textbooks.

Brozo (2010) commenting on the dichotomy between learning to read and reading to learn, comments that this idea “must surely be put to rest. Whether about the structure
of language or the structure of a molecule, about what motivates a main character or what motivates a political leader, about places in the heart or places in Africa where French is spoken, all reading is learning” (p. 149). With the changes in federal laws, specifically ESEA (2001) and IDEA (2004), it is imperative that educators realize that the reciprocity in the language arts in general, listening and oral communication, and reading and writing specifically is a mandatory teaching technique in today’s classroom.

It is clear that the reciprocity of reading and writing are clearly linked in the beginning instructional phases of both. Fine, (1997) found that “because reading is one aspect of literacy development and writing is the reciprocal process of reading, these cornerstone concepts also impact students’ intention to write.”

**Psychological Frameworks**

**Metacognition**

In order for students to take new knowledge to long term memory a number of factors must be present. Students must be active learners. Mayer’s (2001) active-processing theory states that in order to learn new information the learner must take information already known, from their bank of knowledge in long-term memory, and move it to their working memory. Working memory is limited in the amount of information it can process at any given time. However, when a learner actively selects previously known information and organizes it cognitively with new knowledge being taught, a synthesis occurs where the new knowledge and previously known information combine to create the new, or refined knowledge, which is then stored once again into long-term memory. Active learning occurs when the student applies their cognitive processes to make sense of incoming material and one of its most crucial aspects is that
the student must make the connections between the word and image-based representations in an integrative process that occurs as the learner continually shifts among the selecting, organizing, and synthesizing during the learning process. Reciprocal Mapping mirrors this process as the student uses the already published material as the scaffold that provides the information that they continually process cognitively by selecting the information individually needed to create the new and long term knowledge as they synthesize the new information with their previous knowledge. The recursive nature of the Reciprocal Mapping activity strengthens the cognitive channels and promotes deep knowledge.

Green and Azevedo (2007) when looking at students who are able to participate in recursive cycles of cognitive and metacognitive activities which is central to learning and knowledge construction, found that those students, who were learning a difficult science concept through the use of a hypermedia learning environment, were more likely to experience a significant positive qualitative shift in their mental models of the content, specifically inference and feelings of knowledge, than students who were taught in a linear, textbook or lecture based instructional model. Inference is typically one of the more difficult reading comprehension activities that high-risk readers and non-English speakers face. Green and Azevedo describe "feelings of knowledge" as a metacognitive monitoring activity that students employ as they realize, during the reading process, that they are familiar with a concept, yet not able to either fully recall or have integrated into long term memory. They assign "feelings of knowledge" with the ability to synthesize new or difficult concepts with previously mastered ones.
Scaffolding and Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development

Scaffolding, (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976) is a process that enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a task or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts. This definition segues effectively as a bridge between scaffolding and Vygotsky’s theory of cognitive learning. Vygotsky’s theory includes the zone of proximal development which is the zone in which a student is successful with the help and support of a knowledgeable other. Reciprocal Mapping, at its essence, joins these two theoretical frameworks. The students use the published work of authors, i.e. scaffolding, as they complete the graphic organizer, another scaffold, to create a published work in the company of either peers or through the direct instruction and intervention of the classroom teachers as they work within their zone of proximal development to produce a published work.

Scaffolding instruction, the temporary support given to students as they learn new or difficult information, is paramount in effective reading instruction (Duffy, 2002; Duke & Pearson, 2002; Palincsar, 2003). It is perhaps one of the single most recommended versatile instructional techniques used in constructivist teaching. Taylor, Pearson, Clark, & Walpole 2000; Wharton-McDonald, Pressley & Hampson, 1998 have found that scaffolding is widely used by some of the best teachers. In the same study, it was noted that the most effective teachers used scaffolding to help their students become independent learners; they encourage self-regulation by teaching metacognitive strategies so the student can independently fix problems encountered as they read. Effective schools had teachers who used authentic texts as a way to engage students in reading and writing opportunities. Reciprocal Mapping engages students in the reading of authentic texts as
they continually return to the published text, select important information, transcribe it to their reciprocal maps in an iterative process that promotes close reading and deep learning.

There is virtually universal agreement that scaffolding plays an essential and vital role in fostering comprehension. However scaffolding is a complex instructional concept and takes many forms. A significant part of the scaffolding process is the gradual release of teacher responsibility for the learning task, moving it, through careful observation and monitoring, to the responsibility of the student. Reciprocal Mapping is a learning sequence that makes it clear to the teacher the amount of scaffolding needed because of the visual nature of the maps, and its gradual release until the student is able to read the text independently. Clark and Graves (2005) describe three types of teacher scaffolding; moment-to-moment verbal scaffolding, instructional frameworks that foster content learning, and instructional procedures for teaching reading comprehension strategies. Reciprocal Mapping is a type of instructional framework that fosters content learning. This is described as “the teacher’s role is to structure and orchestrate the reading experience so that students can optimally profit from it.”

Brown and Broemmel (2011) note that while providing ELL students with scaffolding before-, during- and after-reading, it often is seldom sufficient, noting that even successful ELL students struggle with reading comprehension, and are often unable to close the gap between native English speakers and themselves. They suggest instruction based on deep scaffolding which emphasizes the importance of each of the levels of scaffolding on the reading comprehension of ELLs. Deep scaffolding reduces the difficulty of content area text by providing a higher intensity of scaffolding coupled
with more frequent scaffolding. The process of deep scaffolding mirrors the more common before, during and after comprehension monitoring that native English speakers are taught, but are deeper and more frequently taught during the reading process to increase the likelihood of success. Reciprocal Mapping uses the deeper scaffolding during its iterative process between teacher and student, student and student and student and text.

Fine (2004) found that processing abstract information to place concepts on graphic organizers provides a scaffold for students to internalize meaning. As students construct their reciprocal maps, they are identifying the parts of the text that they consider to be important and are refining their knowledge about how the concepts are related as they develop comprehension and store it into long term memory.

Jonassen and Carr (2000) suggest that when students are able to take advantage of cognitive tools as they learn new or difficult information, they are able to free their cognitive capacity so they can engage in higher-order thinking. This is true for any activity that students can either perform to automaticity, or have a scaffold – they are then able to use the “free space” within the short-term memory, or cognitive capacity to process more deeply the content that is being taught. The graphic organizer that is part of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine, would act as the cognitive tool for students; they use the concrete organizer to put the main ideas, supporting details and other relative information which they can then process at a higher level of recall.

Englert et al. (2007) found that scaffolding has been found to be an effective method to use in order to improve learning disabled students’ writings. Their study used scaffolding techniques to break down the writing process for learning disabled students in
order to help them better organize and compose their essays. In Englert’s study, the scaffolding consisted of a step-by-step series of prompts, organizers, and questions. At each step the student would check to see if he had covered all the requirements before continuing in the writing. Using a computer scaffolding program Englert noted an increase of 135% from pre-test to posttest in student’s informational text structure, compared with paper and pencil condition, i.e. graphic organizers, who also showed improved scores by 57%. Again, Reciprocal Mapping would allow students to offload the information from their short term memory to the graphic organizer allowing the cognitive capacity to process more fully the content information.

Holton and Clarke (2006) in a study that mapped the progressive relocation of scaffolding based on the learner’s direction during instruction, found that self-scaffolding was an effective way to develop metacognition in the mathematics classrooms through numerical problem-solving. In an earlier study, Holton and Thomas (2002) proposed that this “student self-scaffolding” is essentially the equivalent to metacognition. They say “that the self-interrogating questions of metacognition strongly resemble the prompts of the process that we have termed heuristic scaffolding” The theory behind both scaffolding and metacognitive instruction is for the student to gradually move from social supports, i.e. teacher and peers; to the inner voice, or self-monitoring of behaviors, in this case, learning from textbooks what can be called difficult content concepts. Holton and Clark (2006) define this reconception of scaffolding “as a move from the perspective of multiple agencies by recognizing that the constructive role of peers in the process we have called reciprocal scaffolding and the role of the teacher in scaffolding not only the students’ construction of mathematical knowledge, but also the students’ construction of
scaffolding practice, for use in both reciprocal scaffolding and self-scaffolding (i.e. metacognitive contexts). Their study focused on mathematical problem-solving and found the intimate relationship between scaffolding and metacognition is a mechanism that the student can apply in various situations in learning. Scaffolding and metacognition are the same set of actions that are used by the individual to learn; “the external dialogue of scaffolding become the inner dialogue of metacognition.” Reciprocal mapping epitomizes this connection across disciplinary classroom instruction as it allows the student to move from the outward support to the inner voice as they navigate connected text in the classroom.

**Components of Instructional Routine**

The following components of instruction were used in this intervention study. Explicit instruction was used to teach the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine. Scaffolded instruction provided a high level of support to students as they developed proficiency in learning and applying the mapping process involved during instruction of the informational text types. Fidelity of implementation and teacher and student affinity to the Reciprocal Mapping treatment measures were important. Gender was of interest for the Reciprocal Mapping treatment. Developing historical literacy in the disciplinary classroom in order for students to become college and career ready, which is key to the CCSSI (2010) previously discussed, was of utmost importance to this study.

**Explicit Instruction**

Educational researchers have identified a range of instructional behaviors and elements that characterize explicit classroom instruction which can maximize students' academic growth (Archer & Hughes, 2011). Explicit instruction is unambiguous and
includes both instructional design and delivery procedures. Direct instruction is often followed by modeling, teacher and student interaction with targeted content, strategies or processes, and guided practice (Duffy, 2002).

Mason (2004) investigated whether fifth grade struggling readers would perform better with a self-regulated strategy that combined explicit instruction and a self-regulation procedure that helped these readers become aware of the process of learning how to read. The study used informational text passages as students were explicitly taught to integrate and self-regulate the comprehension strategy throughout the reading process. Mason extended the findings of Bednarczyk (1991) in a study that had been proven effective in reading comprehension with narrative passages. The narrative-based study with implemented with fifth and sixth-grade struggling readers and findings indicated that comprehension improved among all of the students. Results from Mason's study with informational text found that students who were explicitly taught the self-regulation reading strategy were significantly more aware of the skill and improved their informational reading comprehension as measured by five oral measures at posttest. While the focus of the study was a combination of explicit instruction with the strategy itself, it was noted that the explicit instruction of the strategy aided in its effectiveness in improving informational reading comprehension performance.

Duffy et al. (1986) conducted two studies that examined whether teachers trained to be explicit when teaching reading comprehension strategies would be more effective than teachers who did not. The first study was with fifth grade students in low-level reading groups and the second was with third graders in similar reading groups. Duffy et al. posited that the focus in "direct explanation" (DE) is on developing teachers' ability to
explain the mental processes used in successful reading comprehension in an *explicit* manner would result in higher student comprehension. Students' reading comprehension achievement on standardized tests were also measured. The results of the first study indicated that students of the teachers trained to use the explanation model had significantly greater awareness of strategies taught, why these strategies were important, and how to use them during the reading process than the untrained teachers. However, there was no difference in performance in the standardized test comprehension measure. Duffy theorized the results may be related to the fact that standardized tests may measure aptitude more than application of strategies. But the study did establish a connection between increased teacher explanation and student awareness of targeted skills and strategies.

Since the results of the first study were promising in the gains of the direct explanation model, in the second study, Duffy et al. (1987) included a more elaborate program of teacher preparation. The second study emphasized the effects of training teachers to give student explicit descriptions about the types of mental processes that skilled readers use, as opposed to simply explaining how to perform the skills. Students were given two additional tasks that asked students to use a specific skill and respond to a question about their thinking while using the skill. Students were asked to explain how they determined meaning from the reading passage. Results indicated that there were no differences between students in the two groups, however, the students of treatment teachers were found to have a greater ability to reason strategically when reading. The implication of Duffy's studies suggest that explicit instruction is useful for increasing student awareness of strategic thinking while reading. For the purpose of this study, it
appears that explicit instruction helps students to develop an understanding of targeted skills which in turn can applied to an classroom instructional routine such as the one described in this study.

**Scaffolded Instruction**

Scaffolded instruction, previously described, is a process that enables a teacher to provide the right amount of instruction and the right time. For the purpose of this study, a high degree of scaffolding is used at the implementation stage, with students copying the teacher's examples of informational text types exactly. Once the students are able to replicate the teacher's direct examples, they are able to work in small groups, dyads, triads, or other combinations of grouping as they engage in copying and creating maps from a variety of easy reading materials. Scaffolding continues to be provided at the textbook level because the teacher continues to provide the initial map the student need to as they apply the steps learned to the textbook application. The Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is a representation of Fisher & Frey's (2009) framework of the gradual release of responsibility model. (see Figure 1)
Treatment Fidelity

Fidelity, is the link between evidence-based interventions and changes in student outcomes (Collier-Meek, Fallon, Sanetti, & Maggin, 2013) was important to include to ensure the testing outcome was based on the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine intervention in order to attribute the outcome to the treatment. Studies that examine in detail the objectives of the programs and extent of program objectives that are actually implement in the classroom are known as fidelity of implementation (FOI) studies. O'Donnel (2008) generated a list of definitions of FOI, and its equivalent synonyms, to K-12 core curriculum interventions that include:

- “the extent to which the project was implemented as proposed (or laid out)” (Loucks, 1983, p. 5).
• “a measure of the basic extent of use of the curricular materials. It does not address issues of instructional quality. In some studies, implementation fidelity is synonymous with ‘opportunity to learn’” (NRC, 2004, p. 114).

• “to implement it [an already developed innovation] faithfully in practice that is, to use it as it is ‘supposed to be used,’ as intended by the developer” (Fullan, 2001, p. 40).

• “the extent to which the project was implemented as originally planned” (Berman & McLaughlin, 1976, p. 350).

• The extent to which the program components were implemented (Scheirer & Rezmovic, 1983)

• The extent to which teachers enact innovations in ways that either follow designers’ intentions or replicate practices developed elsewhere, or the “extent to which the user’s current practice matched the developer’s ‘ideal’” (Loucks, 1983, p. 4).

The researcher had to make certain that the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine was implemented correctly, that is to be implemented "faithfully in practice - to use it as it is 'supposed to be used,' as intended by the developer" (Fullen, 2001, p. 40). There are not many FOI studies in the education field; it appears that researchers in the field of health who first developed and refined approaches to assessing and characterizing FOI and that point out the complexity and multidimensional nature of FOI (Sen, 2011).

Dane and Schneider (1998) and Dusenbury, Brannigan, Falco, and Hansen (2003) reviewed studies on prevention programs and found most studies did not measure "program integrity" but the ones that did, measured characteristics such as adherence,
exposure, quality of delivery, responsiveness, and program differentiation. Through their studies, Dane & Schneider were able to bring consensus and definition of five aspects of FOI that, while the later researchers revised, the essential meaning of the wording of Dane & Schneider was not changed. Dane & Schneider's five aspects of FOI that have been measured on diverse evaluation studies are: (1) adherence, (2) exposure, (3) quality of program delivery, (4) participant responsiveness, and (5) program differentiation. These researchers suggested that all five of these characteristics should be measured in order to understand the integrity found in the intervention and are now widely used in fidelity studies in the field of education.

A conceptual framework to measure FOI of instructional implementation was developed by Century, Freeman, and Rudnick (2008) based on the aspects suggested by Dane & Schneider (1998). Mowbray, Holter, Teague, and Bybee (2003) defined FOI as the "extent a program is consistent with its intended model" and identified a working set of critical components in mathematics and science instructional materials that would help in measuring FOI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Critical Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Critical Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4, #8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2: Critical components measuring FOI based on (Century et al, 2008; Dane & Schneider, 2008).*
In developing the Fidelity of Implementation instrument for this study, Appendix D, Fine (2007), incorporated these aspects. The categories in the above framework include the structural critical components, which are the developers' decisions about the design and organization of the printed materials. These are further subdivided into procedural and educative components. The procedural components are procedures of the instruction and physical organization of the program. Educative components are expectations about how to structure and organize the information for teachers or their expectations of what the teachers need to know in order to use the program as intended.

Instructional critical components are expectations about teacher and student interactions during the actual classroom instruction. Pedagogical components reflect expectations about the instructional strategies teachers use in the classroom. Student engagement components include the student participation in the instructional process.

Fine's Fidelity of Implementation of the Reciprocal Mapping instrument characteristics fall within each of the above components as follows:

- Characteristic 1: has set to interest students on social studies topic of study.
- Characteristic 2: has allowed students to read trade books on topic prior to beginning textbook.
- Characteristic 3: has explained the concept of text structure and signal words.
- Characteristic 4: has provided guided practice in identifying the text structure and students; ability to put information on a map.
- Characteristic 5: Materials: has provided text that matches the type of text structure being studied.
• Characteristic 6: has identified vocabulary words that might be used on students' Reciprocal Mapping map and text.

• Characteristic 7: has explained writing process and read and given feedback to support the students as they write informational artifact.

• Characteristic 8: has supported the presentation of informational artifact of student's social studies writing.

By collecting and measuring data to determine the fidelity of implementation to the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine, a comprehensive picture of the fidelity of the program for the needs of this study, was provided, and it can be assumed that the results of the measures was directly the result of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine.

**Teacher and Student Affinity**

Teacher and student affinity, the degree to which the teacher and students like the strategy and are willing to engage with the strategy, are important because it is related to motivation to engage in the activities that are integral part of the treatment. For instance, teachers tend to teach what they like, and students tend to work hard on activities they like. Researchers have found that learning in school is more than "cold cognition" or simply "information processing" (Pintrich, Marx, and Boyle, 1993). An array of variables are involved which include personal choice, individual needs and motivational beliefs. Turner and Meyer, (2000) found that the perceived psychological climate or structure of the classroom contributes immensely to how both learning and motivation occur in academic settings. Examples of students' perceptions of a supportive classroom environment are linked to the well-being (Colarossi and Eccles, 2003), motivation and
adjustment (Eccles, 1993), and achievement (Roeser, Eccles, and Sameroff, 1998). All of these variables would be important to ascertain for this study to ensure that students felt comfortable with the intervention being presented to them in their instructional setting.

**Engaging Male Readers**

There is a disparity between boys and girls in reading test achievement, Brozo (2010) notes that the 2000 PISA exam showed that girls outperformed boys in reading by an average of 32 points. "To put this number in perspective, Brozo says that the point difference is equivalent to a year and a half difference between boys and girls in reading achievement. These gaps may be due to a number of reasons, but Brozo says that there are practical ways to encourage boys to read, including giving them a variety of selections that they can choose from, reading to and with boys, and offer a wide range of informational text, which is often a preferred choice for boys. Irwin, (2003) found that boys read better with "clear, structured instruction, short bursts of intense work, specific goals, praise, hands-on learning, and use of humor. McFann (2004) interviewed Joe Scieszka, an author of books geared for boys, creator of Guys Read, a web-based literacy program for boys whose mission is to help boys become self-motivated, lifelong readers, suggested that boys need to know that nonfiction reading is reading. "Magazines, newspapers, websites, biographies, science books, comic books, graphic novels are all reading material."

Bearing these suggestions in mind, the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine provides boys with many of the alternatives mentioned. First of all, the reading material associated with the routine, is by default, informational text. Many of the types of reading that Scieszka mentions are an integral part of the instructional routine, including but not
limited to magazines, Internet websites, biographies, social studies books, and content-based connect texts. Another aspect of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine follows Irwin's suggestions of hands-on learning, structured and explicit instruction, with short bursts of intense work. It is with these leading suggestions that the researcher sought to question whether the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine proved to be statistically significant in the posttest scores.

**Developing Historical Literacy**

With the inception of the Common Core State Standards in all but five states, disciplinary teachers joined English Language Arts teachers in preparing students to read and comprehend informational texts. The Common Core State Standards have situated literacy directly in the content area classrooms as the emphasis on reading has focused on close reading of complex texts where students will be asked to read critically, make judgments, and support their ideas. All students will likely be challenged by the high standards Common Core State Standards bring, but especially high-risk reading students, who already struggle with informational text. And since the demands on background knowledge accelerates as students progress through the grades, it becomes ever more important for students to activate and apply previously learned concepts in novel ways (Fisher & Frey, 2013). Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) have worked with adolescent students in the social studies classrooms and have noted that instruction in reading and thinking strategies has produced more engaged and active readers, but they noted that a focus on comprehension instruction in the disciplinary classrooms is needed. Pearson, Moje and Greenleaf (2010) argued systematic attention to reading and writing in disciplinary classrooms is not implemented, especially in the various disciplines, students
will graduate from school with an "impoverished sense of what it means to use the tools of literacy for learning" (p. 460).

Juel, Hebard, Haubner, and Moran (2010) suggest that students use "a disciplinary lens" as they focus and refocus on nuances of the informational text they read (and write) in the disciplinary classrooms. The authors use the analogy of the lens to indicate that students are looking at text from both the standpoint of a reader, i.e. comprehension, and as a scientific/historical reader questioning and wondering about concepts in text that they read in the disciplinary classroom. The authors state there are two crucial reasons to include these disciplinary frames in classroom instruction reading comprehension and the inclusion of technology in disciplinary classrooms. Regarding reading comprehension, the authors state that "disciplinary habits of mind can extend students reading comprehension by providing scaffolds for thinking." This is important for students to be able to look at a variety of information on a single topic and to be able to select literary evidence that supports instructional concepts. The second reason, technology in the classroom follows the comprehension closely - how does a student know what to believe and how do they evaluate information found on the Internet? The authors state that student need to know the standard for evidence in a given disciplinary arena are based on evidence. The authors suggest that when students look at informational text through a disciplinary lens the practice of the specific content area, for the purpose of this study, history, is a "profoundly literate activity" and one that allows students to think like a historian and a writer, both activities support the development of critical literacy that is demanded in today's classroom.
Levstik and Barton (2001) support the idea that the disciplinary classroom is an ideal place to integrate disciplinary concepts, again, for the scope of this study, social studies and examined ways that teachers can integrate literature, art, writing, discussion, and debate, all of which are components of the language arts curriculum while investigated authentic historical issues and concepts. Levstik & Barton suggest that disciplined inquiry can provide students with an in-depth understanding of historical concepts rather than memorizing dates and names. They believe the authentic historical investigations deepen understanding of the curriculum while strengthening students reading and writing skills.

Zarnowski (2006) believe that good instruction of social studies concepts should include historical thinking, historical literature, and hand-on experiences. Historical thinking continues Jeul et al (2101) and Levstik & Barton (2001) ideas that students can learn to use the familiar, that is events that happened in their own histories, their families, or with current events with unfamiliar contrasts that they encounter in social studies books. They suggest using "thought experiments" to answer questions provided by the teacher, but also ones that the student themselves think about as they encounter new information. Historical thinking acknowledges that the past is a part of their own history, and that while it may appear "difficult," it acknowledges that demonstrates that there are multiple ways of finding answers to questions, events, and interpretations. Historical literature is a successful way to provide information about the concepts through "the eyes of several characters." Historical literature is also important to consider in social studies classrooms because it extends the "now and then" in historical thinking, contributes to the way students think about historical contexts, and can help students select nonfiction
history literature that they can relate to personally. Finally, hands-on experiences encourage active construction of knowledge, disciplined inquiry, and values beyond the classroom.

Harvey (2011) described the need for more time engaged with reading, thinking, and learning about history that reflects the Common Core State Standards Initiative of situated literacy in the disciplinary classroom. Goudvis and Buhrow (2011), and Pearson et al. (2010) call this a "clarion call," a call that is needed in order to ensure that the students in today's disciplinary classrooms receive instruction that provides engaging and effective literacy instruction. McConachie, Hall, Resnick, Ravi, Bill, Bintz and Taylor (2006) premised that students can develop deep and complex conceptual knowledge in a discipline by using the literacy habits of reading, writing, talking, and thinking within the discipline specific to its values. But, students must first have opportunities to read, extensively with a variety of text and to reason, investigate, speak, and write about the overarching concepts within that discipline. But to build students' literacy in a specific discipline, instruction must do both at once. Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) suggested embedding reading and thinking strategies into social studies teaching by "merging thoughtful, foundational literacy practices with challenging, engaging resources to immerse kids in historical ways of thinking” (p. 130). In order to meet this goal, Goudvis and Buhrow (2011), drew from historians knowledgeable about teaching history in the elementary grades, and key concepts from the national core curriculum standards to create eight practices for developing historical literacy. Each key concept is integrated with instructional practices that teach students ways to read and think about history so
they can more fully understand the ideas and issues central to the topic through effective literary practices.

Ritchhart and Perkins (2008) devised a variation of one of the major concepts behind the use of graphic organizers as a way to show what an individual is thinking or what they know - or think they know. Ritchhart's thinking routine, visible thinking, posited that learning is a consequence of thinking and is a social endeavor and should be made public in order to provide a window into students' thinking. Ritchhart said that when effective thinkers make their thinking visible, the students externalize and share thoughts through one of the language arts, (speaking, writing, drawing, or another method). Once visible, thoughts can be shared as a social endeavor with teachers and other students to deepen understanding. Graphic organizers are a way, as discussed previously, that students can show their thinking. Once thoughts are expressed on the organizer, teachers and peers can interact and refine and build knowledge. What is especially pivotal here, is that when students begin the process of Reciprocal Mapping, one of the first parts of the instructional routine is to write what you {think} you know about a topic on the organizer. This provides a clear window into students' thinking, right or wrong, and gives the teacher and peers an opportunity to provide instructional feedback. Richhart noted that data from schools using methods to make thinking visible, showed gains on state and district tests in reading, writing, and social studies (Richhart, Hadar, & Turner, 2008). The Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and it use of graphic organizers throughout the unit of study, is an effective way that students' show their thinking as well as document learning in the discipline.
A second practice Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) noted that strengthened comprehension of social studies content was to give opportunities to read extensively and to interact repeatedly with that text. Many researchers have found that by providing students a wide variety of texts can build background knowledge and vocabulary, but when students interact with the text using literacy activities, new knowledge is attained and retained more effectively (Beers, 2002; Duke, 2004; Duke & Pearson, 2002; Moss, 2005). When students interact with text they are in effect rereading the text, with potential benefits for both increasing comprehension to a deeper level of understanding as well as increasing reading enjoyment (Faust & Glenzer, 2000). Millis and King (2001) conducted a study with college freshmen who were good readers and found that rereading the text helped with retention of poorly-structured text, which students might face considering Armbruster and Anderson's (1988) study on inconsiderate texts. Pressley and Wharton-McDonald (2006) found that successful citizens depend heavily on implementing reading comprehension strategies to understand disciplinary information expressed in textual form. Text interactions may include marking the text, coding personal thinking in the text, connecting to previous and ongoing readings, reacting to previous learning, and more. Garcia (2011) said,

By immersing children in authentic texts with rich images {which students get when they read and are exposed to multiple texts and multiple text types} gives them the opportunity to develop a mental picture or map of what history is. So often the historical concepts we teach to children are very abstract and we assume they can follow. Why not spend the time to build background knowledge through the use of a myriad of materials that give them access to the time period?
Helping build these images is of particular importance of students who are learning English as a new language because it gives them a framework from which they can base both their own background knowledge and the work ahead of developing new schema and working with new vocabulary (p. 135).

The instructional routine of Reciprocal Mapping includes continual referral to trade, text, and other appropriate materials, as they complete their graphic organizers. Not only do students continually refer back to the texts, but as they complete their organizers, knowledge is made visible, it can be refined and changed as students reread and revisit text, and since the organizers are visible to all students, questions and refinements are discussed and refined. Students assume ownership of the learning process when they are so deeply involved in text processing and interaction with text (Goudvis & Buhrow, 2011).

Meyer's theory of cognitive learning, previously discussed, describes the learning acquisition of new knowledge as the students select pertinent information, organize it with what they already know about the topic, and integrate it into their new knowledge repertoire. Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) list this merging of new information with previously known understandings, as one of the eight effective instructional practices of historical literacy. Goudvis and Buhrow called this type of activity building background and constructing knowledge on the topic. As students read multiple texts, children's interest in the process heightens. Engaging students with investigations from the beginning of the unit of study and charting their information creates a community of learners. While they encouraged students to create charts and maps of their learning, in effect, the students created graphic organizers to show new and existing knowledge.
Graphic organizers are an integral part of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and form the base upon which students record their learning.

Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) next looked into ways that students could focus on distinguishing between more and less reliable sources of information by investigating lessons on reading, asking questions about, and evaluating different sources. They found that by asking questions for different purposes, students were able to create charts and questions that they were later organized into question types and these types of questions lead to reasoning through the different purposes of text. This type of questioning led to a more critical and evaluative stance toward what they were reading. (Busching & Slesinger, 2002) developed a literacy curriculum designed for middle school teachers that teach topics of social justice and democratic citizenship with units of study that combine literacy, student inquiry, and collaborative learning. The program has broken from the traditional textbook and through questioning, text selection and variety of text types, and ongoing inquiry into the role and purpose of democratic citizenship and social justice. The authors contend that with programs designed to incorporate these concepts, students will be better prepared to think critically about societal issues on their way to becoming democratic citizens. Reciprocal Mapping also encourages the use of multiple text with questioning routines. Teachers using the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine can select from a wide range of books and materials that will provide students with this type of questioning and investigation of social issues and democratic citizenship.

Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) complete the integration of literacy strategies with social studies content with four more practices. These include the idea that students should read and discuss different kinds of sources using a variety of text with authors
who have different perspectives and purposes. By using a number of primary sources, original materials and artifacts created at the time of the unit of study, teachers can ensure that they are exposing their students to many points of view on a single topic, producing students who are more willing to read between the lines and draw from all sources to get a better idea of what really happened or caused events to happen in historical readings. A logical next step that Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) use is viewing and responding to works of art, many of which are primary source art pieces or representations. Art is a discreet part of the Florida's English and Language Arts curriculum, and with the Common Core States Standards Initiative, fine arts courses have been updated and aligned to the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards for the Arts in Florida. The courses are still in draft form but are being used by districts for planning purposes for the 2012-2013 school year awaiting approval of the Commissioner of Education (FDOE, 2012). Discovering surface themes and important historical ideas in fiction and nonfiction reading and interpreting historical fiction by synthesizing information across sources are the final two literacy integrations that are suggested. Reciprocal Mapping incorporates these additional literacy applications in its instructional routine.

**Summary**

Content instruction in today's disciplinary classrooms are undergoing changes because of the most recent implementation of Common Core State Standards Initiative (CCSSI) that has been adopted in all but five states. CCSSI is designed to prepare students to be college and career ready by the time they graduate from high school, and have placed literacy and language development standards within disciplinary classrooms. This is a major shift of focus to the integration of literacy skills with disciplinary content.
It makes sense to merge these skills together, in theory, literacy would be taught and practiced across all content area domains. However, disciplinary instruction is taught predominately with informational text and almost exclusively from textbooks (Allington, 2002). This is problematic since 66% of students are unable to read textbooks with success.

Besides the overreliance on textbooks, there are many other reasons why students struggle with informational text, including the mismatch between the level of the textbook and the actual reading level of the students, which can be as much as a two grade levels. Textbook structure is difficult because there are several types of informational text used in many different ways in textbooks, each with a discreet set of signal words and sentence structures. Since most of the disciplinary classes teach with textbooks which are difficult for students to read and comprehend and since the majority of teachers use textbooks, students struggle.

Disciplinary content vocabulary is another reason students struggle with informational text. Language used in each content area class is specific to that discipline and not frequently encountered in other areas or outside classroom instructional time. Fang (2006) suggests there are several reasons why the vocabulary is so difficult in addition to its technical nature. Often sentence length is long and complex which exacerbates the decoding and context skills students might otherwise be able to apply. Further, abstract concepts are a part of the informational text passages which poses problems in comprehension.

While there are many obstacles students face when reading and comprehending informational text, it is important that they learn how to successfully read this type of
Informational text is key to later schooling success, it helps build background knowledge and is read extensively by adults outside of school. Informational text can be a preferred genre for some students and can address a wide variety of student interest and helps build knowledge of the natural and social world. Informational text in important in the workforce, is used in most educational Internet applications, and is an integral part of today's expanding global economy.

Studies have shown evidence that graphic organizers are an effective classroom application that helps students better comprehend disciplinary text. Since graphic organizers are graphic displays of key ideas from textbooks and associated text, showing conceptual hierarchy as well as relationships and connections between ideas, facts, and concepts, they are effective for students to visualize their learning, as discussed in this section. Graphic organizers can help students visually portray relationships among key concepts, a variety of concepts can be represented in a single display. They aid students in determining the main idea and/or central concept of text. Graphic organizers also aid in the retrieval and storage of information. Graphic organizers provide a non-linear representation of text which has been shown to be especially helpful for a variety of high-risk readers. Also graphic organizer can help teachers get a snapshot into what their students are thinking, so teachers can either reinforce correct knowledge or correct students' misconceptions. Reciprocal Mapping uses graphic organizers in its instructional routine as well as other research-based methodologies.

One such methodology is the integration or reciprocity of reading and writing and is one that Alexander and Jetton (2001) believe cannot be underestimated. They say that the process of learning to read, that is both decoding and encoding in oral and written
language are inextricably tied together. Theoretical frameworks that are an integral part of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine include scaffolding and metacognition.

Classroom instructional strategies are important to consider when teaching in the disciplinary classroom. For the purpose of this study especially important were the use of explicit teaching, scaffolded instruction, and metacognition. Also important for the study was the importance of both teacher and student affinity to the intervention, as well as ensuring teacher fidelity to the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine.

Finally, Reciprocal Mapping is closely aligned to the development of historical literacy, one of the disciplines that the Common Core State Standards have situated literacy instruction. Goudvis and Buhrow (2011) describe eight instructional practices that "teach kids new ways to read and think about history so they more fully understand key concepts." These eight instructional practices mirror the steps of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine.
Figure 3. Instructional practices which mirror the steps of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine

This chapter presented and reviewed research studies that suggests the importance of informational text and related difficulties that students have as they attempt to comprehend it. However, Reciprocal Mapping, is a way to provide explicit instruction to aid students comprehend informational text. Chapter III presents the methodology for this study.
CHAPTEIII

METHODOLOGY

Purpose of the Study

This study was designed to examine the effect of a multimodal intervention, Reciprocal Mapping (RM), on the social studies reading achievement of sixth graders.

After providing explicit instruction in the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine students can graphically represented their new knowledge onto individual graphic organizers, or maps. With the important impact of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), it was important to learn whether students who used the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine were able to master social studies concepts more effectively than students taught with a traditional approach. The following questions and hypotheses framed the study:

Research Questions

Question 1: Is there a significant interaction between treatment (Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and traditional instruction),  level of risk groups ( high-risk, Level 3, and low risk), and sex in predicting gains on the McGraw-Hill Social Studies unit test, such that the high-risk group will gain more on the test?

Question 2: If there is no interaction or the interaction is ordinal, is there a significant difference between Reciprocal Mapping and traditional treatments in predicting posttest scores?

Question 3: For the treatment group (Reciprocal Mapping) is there a relationship between the fidelity of implementation and social studies posttest scores when using the McGraw-Hill pretest scores to predict adjusted posttest scores.
Question 4: Does each of the affinity scales (teacher affinity to the condition, and student affinity of the condition) account for significant amounts of unique variance on predicting adjusted post-test scores?

Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1: There is a significant interaction between the treatment (Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and traditional instruction), level of risk groups (high-risk, Level 3, and low risk), and sex McGraw-Hill social studies unit test, such that the high-risk group will gain proportionally more on the test, when controlling for pretest scores.

Hypothesis 2: If there is no interaction or the interaction is ordinal, there is a significant difference between Reciprocal Mapping and traditional treatments in predicting posttest scores adjusting for pretest scores on the McGraw-Hill pretest score.

Hypothesis 3: For the treatment group (Reciprocal Mapping) there is a relationship between the fidelity of implementation and social studies posttest scores when using the McGraw-Hill pretest scores to predict adjusted posttest scores.

Hypothesis 4: Each of the Affinity scales (teacher affinity to the condition, and student affinity of the condition) accounts for significant amounts of unique variance on predicting adjusted post-test scores when adjusted for the McGraw-Hill pretest scores.

Design

This study used a pretest/posttest control group experimental design with the Reciprocal Mapping intervention, Level of Risk, and sex as the independent variables with social studies achievement as the dependent variable. The experimental-control, pre- and posttest design is a relatively strong design for two reasons, first because of the
pretest used for both groups. Second, the researcher does not manipulate any of the placements of the students or instructors. Also, since the students were randomly assigned both to classes and to instructors, the pretest added to the strength of the study because of its information about group equivalence producing a more refined analysis (Newman & Newman, 1994). The pretest gave an idea of how similar the groups were at the inception. Newman & Newman (1994) and Newman, Newman, Brown and McNeely (2006) noted this is a practical design because it allowed the students to remain in their intact classes and eliminated many of the history factors that might have influenced results as well as maturation.

A relative weakness of this design is the degree to which the groups are not equivalent with respect to other demographics such as gender, social economic status, or ethnicity. If the groups are not equivalent, it cannot be assumed that the independent variable is causing the difference. However, this research design has high internal validity. Internal validity "is concerned with correctly concluding that an independent variable is, in fact, responsible for variation in the dependent variable" (Kirk, 1995, p. 16). The high internal validity in this study is due to the use of the pretest and randomization by class allowed the researcher to control for history. (Newman et al., 2006).

Setting and Participants

The setting was a school in a rural south Florida county. The participants were sixth-grade students and two social studies teachers at two rural K-8 schools in the district.
Schools

The participating sixth-grade students attended two K - 8 schools. School A had two experimental and one control class. School B had two each of experimental and control classes. School A had three social studies instructional periods, each class was scheduled in 45 minutes blocks and met daily. School B had four instructional periods for social studies instruction, each class is scheduled in 90-minute blocks and meet every other day, therefore the instructional time was similar. The classes had relatively equal numbers of high-risk and low-risk students and class sizes were between 19 and 25 students. One teacher at each school taught both the experimental and control classes.

Teachers

The two participating social studies teachers had similar backgrounds. Ms B and Ms W are White women. Ms. B had a bachelor of science in Elementary Education K-6, Social Sciences 6-12 certification and ESOL certification. Ms. W had a bachelor of science in Elementary Education K-6, Social Sciences 6 - 12 certification, Reading Endorsement and ESOL certification. These teachers were selected because they were the current teachers of social studies instruction at the respective schools. Both teachers had over 15 years of experience, one in the same school in the rural county and the other with 7 years in an urban setting at one school, and 8 years in the rural setting at School B.

Students

The student participants were 138 sixth-grade students from two K-8 schools in rural southern Florida. Descriptive data on the students is provided in Table 1.
Table 1

Descriptive Data on Sixth-Grade Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Reciprocal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-Risk readers (FCAT Levels 3, 4, 5)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Risk readers (FCAT Levels 1 &amp; 2)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Low-Risk readers – FCAT level only. May include ELL and/or LD students who score Level 3, 4, or 5 on FCAT. Hi-Risk readers – FCAT level only. May include ELL/LD students who score Level 1 or 2.

All students enrolled in sixth-grade general education social studies classes at the two schools were included in the study. Each student was randomly assigned to a class using Chancery Scheduler, a web-based student scheduling management system resulting in heterogeneous classes. Classes selected by participating teachers were also randomly selected; Both School A and B had block schedules with A Day and B Day classes with periods in the morning and afternoon. Class times were equivalent and experimental and control classes were taught at both the morning and afternoon sessions each. Ms B randomly selected first period for control and periods two and three for experimental. Ms W randomly assigned the control group to her A Day classes and the experimental group to B Day classes.
Materials

Both the sixth-grade social studies experimental and control classes used the county adopted social studies textbook from McGraw-Hill, *Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages* (Spielvogel, 2013). The control group was taught predominately through the use of this textbook and teacher lecture. In Monroe County, sixth-grade social studies teachers use a pacing guide (Appendix A), based on Florida's Sunshine State Standards. The year begins with instruction in historical thinking skills, geography including map skills, geographic terms, latitude and longitude and six essential elements of geography. Tools of the historian follow, with concepts such as historical terms and archaeology. In the second quarter students are taught beginnings of human societies in the Old and New Stone Age. Students begin the study of ancient civilizations such as Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, China, Greece, and Rome in the third quarter.

The textbook is divided into chapters, with each chapter covering different aspects of content mentioned above. Each chapter was introduced with a chapter overview that outlined the information presented, and was further divided into lessons. Each lesson had a guiding topic or question that helped students focus on specific information.

The time frame of the study coincided with Monroe County District's pacing guide for Unit 3, Chapter 9, Ancient India. This chapter included geographic features, key figures and contributions of the civilization as well as a focus on religions, empires and dynasties, key figures and achievements of Ancient India as shown in Table 2.
Table 2


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lessons</th>
<th>Informational Text Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancient India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson 1 - Early Civilizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geography of India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains, Plains and Rivers</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Indus Valley Civilization</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast; Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast; Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryan Migrations and Settlements</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Indo-Europeans</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect; Problem &amp; Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Indian Society</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast; Problem &amp; Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson 2 - Religions of Ancient India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is Hinduism?</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast; Cause &amp; Effect; Problem &amp; Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise of Buddhism</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Buddha</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did the Buddha teach?</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast; Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahayana Buddhism</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is Ahimsa?</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect; Problem &amp; Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson 3 - the Mauryan Empire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin of an Empire</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India’s First Empire</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect; Problem &amp; Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did Ashoka Accomplish?</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gupta Empire</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture in Ancient India</td>
<td>Compare &amp; Contrast; Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measures

Administration of the pretest took place during week one of the study. The pretest measured social studies content found in the county adopted social studies textbook from McGraw-Hill, *Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages* (Spielvogel, 2013), chapter 9, Ancient India. The posttest was administered to both groups during week five of the study.

McGraw-Hill provides two forms of question sets for each chapter. Students in both the control and experimental groups took Form A question sets for the pretest. The pretest and the posttest each had 20 multiple choice questions that measured social studies content found in chapter 9, Ancient India, from *Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages* (Spielvogel, 2013). Each question had answer choices (a), (b), (c), and (d).

In order to obtain measures of fidelity, a rubric was designed by the major professor who developed Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine (Fine, 2004) and the researcher. The rubric included the characteristics of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and were scored by the researcher on a scale of (1), limited, (2), sufficient, and (3), mastery. Teachers in both school sites were observed six times each during the Reciprocal Mapping classes. Observations were conducted during weeks two through four ensuring that each experimental class was observed twice. Each observation was recorded using the fidelity rubric for both fidelity to treatment and consistency in recording observations. Weeks one and five were not chosen for observations because they were devoted to pretest and unit introduction and review and posttest, respectively. Teachers were given a copy of the fidelity rubric during the training session and were
informed that the experimental classes would be observed for fidelity of treatment during the study. Further, teachers were told that the observation would occur weeks two through four, but were not told specific date and time, so teachers would not perform for the observation, but were following the Reciprocal Mapping instructional protocol. The researcher had been in each of the classrooms prior to observations in an informal basis prior to the beginning of the study, so both students and teachers were familiar with her presence and it was felt little, if any, notice was observed when she entered the classrooms for the fidelity of treatment rubric observations. The researcher remained in the classroom for the duration of the lesson for each of the six observations.

Student affinity to treatment (Appendix F) was measured by a four item, 5-point Likert scale instrument also designed by the major professor who developed Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine (Fine, 2004) and the researcher. The Likert scale ranges from (1), for "strongly disagree," to (5), for "strongly agree." A measurement of (3) represents "neutral." The Likert scale is one of the most widely used scales, statements are included with a positive or negative direction, that the participants indicate agreement or disagreement. Likert scales are useful for measuring participant attitudes. Participants used the Likert scale rubric as they responded to the use of Reciprocal Mapping on four of its' characteristics, (1) to learn informational text types, (2) to collaborate with peers, (3) to write informational text, (4) to discuss social studies disciplinary content. Student affinity was administered week five after review and posttest were completed by the participants. Students completed the affinity to the intervention by indicating the score(s) for each of the four characteristics. These scores were then entered into a data sheet,
inputting each score for each student in a spreadsheet, and then transferred to and
analyzed using statistical analyses of the survey data with SPSS 21 software.

Teacher affinity to Reciprocal Mapping (Appendix E) was a similar four item, 5-
point Likert scale instrument designed by the major professor who developed Reciprocal
Mapping instructional routine (Fine, 2004) and the researcher; with similar measures, (1)
for "strongly disagree", to (5) for "strongly agree," with (3) being neutral. Each teacher
completed a teacher affinity to Reciprocal Mapping week five, after review and posttest.
In the same way as the student affinity instrument was coded and entered, teacher affinity
scores were entered into a data sheet and analyzed using the statistical analyses of the
survey data with SPSS 21 software.

**Teacher Training Procedure**

The intervention, Reciprocal Mapping, (Appendix G for specific routines), was
taught to the participating social studies teachers in a training session at the onset of the
academic school year. Both teachers participated in a 3-hour training session learning the
Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine. The intervention was taught by the researcher,
a doctoral student at Florida International University. Fine (2004) provided training for
the researcher, which consisted of an instructional phase, followed by practice and
practical application. In a similar way, the researcher instructed the participating teachers
following a similar procedure, i.e., instructional training, practice, and demonstration.
Participating teachers showed the researcher the completed maps and associated
informational text reading passages that were examples of the three targeted
informational text types. Participating teachers were deemed competent to instruct their
students using Reciprocal Mapping upon successful completion of the training session.
Participating teachers and the researcher reviewed the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine the weekend prior to week one implementation of the study.

**Intervention routine**

Sixth-grade students are expected to master concepts in Ancient Civilizations, in order to meet Florida’s Sunshine State Standards as set out in Monroe County's social studies pacing guide (Appendix A). The Reciprocal Mapping intervention was implemented during the third quarter of the academic year with Unit 9: Ancient India. A pretest from Monroe County's adopted social studies series was administered to all participants during week one of both the control and experimental classes. After completing the pretest, the participating teachers taught control groups as they have traditionally done, including such activities as teacher lecture, note taking, worksheets, text reading and answering questions, and video presentation. Participating teachers implemented the Reciprocal Mapping intervention in the experimental classrooms using procedures taught in the sessions as described in the intervention time frame (Appendix B). Both the experimental and comparison groups studied the same content from the school district’s benchmarks, used the same textbooks and had the same amount of instruction time for the unit of study. Upon completion of the unit, a post test was administered. An overview of the five week study and detailed lesson plans for each week are included in Appendices B and G-I.

**Reciprocal Mapping Instructional Routine**

The Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is a scaffolded iterative process that is explicitly taught by the classroom teacher and uses informational text structure that focuses on author's craft. As the instructor demonstrates the process, she is making a
production scaffold (Fine, 2004). This process is transmediating information between two
coding systems (Paivio, 1986). The following is an overview of the Reciprocal Mapping
instructional routine (Appendix G); detailed lesson plans used in this study are found in
Appendices H-J.

**Reciprocal Mapping Steps**

Explain that Informational writing has 5 major text structures. They are the following:

a. Descriptive – The author describes a topic by listing characteristics, features,
   attributes, and examples.

b. Sequence – The author lists items or events in numerical or chronological
   sequence, either explicit or implied.

c. Compare/Contrast - Information is presented by detailing how two or more
   events, theories, or things are alike, and or different.

d. Cause and Effect – The author presents ideas that explain why (cause)
   something happened and what happened (effect).

e. Problem and Solution – The author presents a problem and one or more
   solutions.

An overview of the routine follows.

Select targeted informational text type. Use an age or grade-level appropriate life
example to teach the text type. As the teacher describes the life example, she uses a
graphic organizer associated with it to depict the details. This is done in such a way that
the students can both watch, and listen, as the teacher puts each event in the organizer.
Teachers can use document cameras, overhead projector, large chart paper, or similar
ways so all students can see. Students then create their own graphic organizer, or map, showing the example that they were just taught. The students copy the teacher's example exactly, thus the start of the reciprocal nature of the instructional routine. Students then use the teacher's map to write a brief paragraph that summarizes what was just graphed. The final step of this initiating practice is for the students to then create their own example of a life situation using the targeted informational text type. They map their own example, using the teacher's original map as a scaffold, to complete the map as the teacher observes for mastery. Students then use their map to write a brief paragraph that summarizes the map they just created. The teacher-created, real-life, compare and contrast graphic organizer is shown in Figure 1 and the reciprocal student created map is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Teacher created Compare and Contrast Real-Life Example.
Once students grasp the use of the targeted informational text type through personal life examples, the teacher selects either a picture book or connected text of the targeted text type. Picture books that are written using the informational text structure are effective materials to model the informational text pattern without adding a possible burden of text that is too difficult for high-risk students to understand. In much the same way as the life example, the teacher models the process of placing the events on the graphic organizer as the students watch. When the teacher is done, the students create their own maps, creating an exact copy of the teacher's example. Ensuring text that has
the same structure to create a map is guided practice. This takes close rereading of the text and continues the reciprocity of the instructional routine. The students are asked to write, in their own words, what the text says. Students then use the teacher's map to write a brief paragraph that summarizes what was just graphed. The students are given their own picture book or an informational text passage to map. Students should complete the maps individually, but as part of a scaffolding process, can pair up, in triads, dyads, and in small groups. Explicit teacher directions can be given again if necessary, until students show mastery. Scaffolding is gradually withdrawn until the students are able to show independent mastery. Teachers should ensure that they explicitly teach the signal words that go with targeted informational text type as well as reviewing commonly used graphic organizers and common text features as appropriate. Students then use their map to write a brief paragraph that summarizes the map they just created Appendices (M, N, S, T, Y, Z).

The final step is to give students informational text on the targeted topic, which could include passages from the textbook. In the same manner as the life experiences and picture books, the teacher will display an example of the targeted informational text type from text that the students will be using during the lesson, and models the process of placing text on the graphic organizer, continually moving between the text and the map, demonstrating the reciprocity process - text to map. Again, students create their own maps modeled exactly on the map that the teacher demonstrated. Students then use the teacher's map to write a brief paragraph that summarizes what was just graphed. Upon completion, students are given a similar text, which could be a passage from the textbooks, and using the teacher's map as a scaffold, create their own map with the
information from the text. Students then use their map to write a brief paragraph that summarizes the map they just created. At this time, students can create Reciprocal Maps from the original examples matching text structure maps and can begin to add vocabulary and social studies concepts to their map from classroom materials. These maps become prewriting documents that the students use to write summaries, as described. Students are then asked to create written artifacts using their maps to write informational text about the social studies content, in this study, students were asked to create a Power Point presentation.

**Statistical Analysis**

**Analysis of Hypothesis 1**

A three-way between groups analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to compare the effectiveness of two different instructional methods on social studies achievement. The independent variables were type of teaching method, traditional instruction (TI) or Reciprocal Mapping (RM), level of risk, and sex and the dependent variable was unit posttest scores in social studies achievement. Students' scores on the unit pre-test were used as a covariate in this analysis. The ANCOVA determined if there was a significant difference between the two instructional methods on unit posttest scores, after controlling for pre-test scores, level of risk, and sex. In other words, it determined if students in the RM instructional method classrooms had higher social studies achievement scores than students in the traditionally taught classrooms when controlling for initial differences on the pretest. A one-tailed test of significance at the $p < .05$ level was used.
The $F$ test was used to test the statistical significance of the relationship between traditional teaching approach with the Reciprocal Mapping intervention. The $F$ test is a robust statistical analysis and assumes the random selection of the subjects and the normal distribution of the variables can be violated without doing serious harm to the procedure (Newman, Klein, Weis, & Benz, 1980).

The ANCOVA is the most powerful technique for analyzing this type of data (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). Analysis of covariance was used for the statistical analysis because it addressed a priori differences between groups in the experiment. The ANCOVA controls extraneous variation, such that in this study any differences in unit pretest scores were adjusted allowing the researcher to better justify the assumption of initial equivalence. Through statistical adjustments, when its stringent assumptions are satisfied, the ANCOVA adds materially to the power and precision of the experiment, (Berliner & Calfee, 1996). Selecting the ANCOVA was appropriate because the covariates were correlated with the dependent variable and the homogeneity of the variance-covariance matrices were expected to be equivalent (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). The ANCOVA also allowed the researcher to examine the significance of the differences on the dependent variable for covariate differences, which an analysis of variance does not do. The one-tailed test of significance was chosen because the researcher had noted success with the intervention, Reciprocal Mapping, with narrative text (Fine, 1994). Fine found that students who used the Reciprocal Mapping procedure were better able to comprehend narrative text when asked comprehension-type questions after completing the instructional routine. It would be expected to be similar to the narrative intervention with no reason to expect differences. It was hypothesized that the
at-risk readers would benefit most from the treatment first because of the scaffolded process of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine gives these readers extra practice with the type of text found in social studies textbooks, coupled with explicit instruction. This reciprocity process models the simultaneous extraction and construction of meaning through interaction and involvement with written language that the RAND Reading Study Group (2002) stressed as an important part of language arts acquisition especially important for high-risk reader needs. Further, the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine engages the student in revisiting text in a meaningful way. Mayer's (2001) active-processing theory shows that when a learner selects information in order to make meaningful connections to previously learned material. The recursive process may help high-risk readers to actively engage in the process during rereading the text which in turns helps store new information into long term memory. Finally, Green & Azevedo (2007) found that students who participated in a recursive cycle of cognitive and metacognitive activities were helpful for students who were learning difficult science concepts.

An alpha level of < .05 level of significance was used by the researcher because the consequences of rejecting true null hypotheses for the purpose of the present study was not of the magnitude that a stronger confidence level was needed. The power analysis of this study for an $N=138$ and medium $f = .15$ $\alpha .05$ power was approximately .98.

**Analysis of Hypothesis 2**

After testing for an interaction between the three variables of risk, treatment and sex, there was no interaction so research hypothesis two was tested to determine if there
was a significant difference between the Reciprocal Mapping and the traditional treatments in predicting posttest scores adjusting for pretest scores on the McGraw-Hill test.

The scores on initial differences on FCAT were also used to determine the effectiveness of the intervention compared with a traditional teaching approach. A 3 by 2 between-groups analysis of covariance (three-way ANCOVA) was conducted to assess the effectiveness of two different instructional methods in enhancing social studies achievement for low-risk and high-risk readers. The independent variables was type of instructional method, the traditional teaching approach (TI) with the Reciprocal Mapping (RM) intervention and reading level measured by the FCAT (low-risk or high-risk). The dependent variable was unit posttest scores in social studies. Participants' scores on the unit pre-test were used as a covariate in this analysis. The three-way ANCOVA will determine if low and high-risk participants responded differently to the two different instructional methods in terms of posttest achievement. That is, it will assess whether or not the low-risk students benefit more from the Reciprocal Mapping instructional method. If there was an interaction between treatment and level of risk (low and high-risk), in order to determine where the interaction was, the data were plotted and simple effects testing were conducted.

**Analysis of Hypothesis 3**

Research hypothesis three tested if teacher fidelity of implementation of the Reciprocal Mapping treatment had a statistically significant relationship in predicting posttest scores when controlling for pretest scores. According to Campbell and Stanley (1963), covarying the pretest scores is more powerful. The same result occurs by doing
this with the gain scores if the post and pretest reliability are 1 (perfect). If not it tends to underestimate the covariate. The higher the reliability of the pre and post test the more similar the gain scores will be in the analysis of covariance. For this hypothesis, a regression analysis of covariance was used to investigate the relationship of fidelity in predicting posttest scores. Data for teacher fidelity to the implementation of Reciprocal Mapping was collected three times during the study, weeks two, three and four. Since the objectives for week one included activating prior knowledge, providing background information, providing important vocabulary and administering the pretest, it was not included in the fidelity observation. Likewise, week five was not included in the fidelity check because it was dedicated to reviewing, summarizing, completing artifacts, and posttesting.

**Analysis of Hypothesis 4**

Research hypothesis four tested if student and teacher affinity accounted for a significant amount of unique variance in predicting posttest scores while controlling for pretest scores. A regression analysis of variance was conducted to determine if student and teacher affinity was significant. All analyses for hypotheses were performed using The Statistical Package for Social Sciences 21 (SPSS) in order to determine the effectiveness of the intervention.

**Limitations**

This study was limited to the schedule(s) currently practiced at the participating schools. Both class size and the time of day that the classes were taught, in both the control and experimental groups, were limited by class size mandates and minutes allowed for each class by current schedule. The study was limited to the students’
answers to test questions representing the knowledge they gained using either Reciprocal Mapping or traditional instruction. The results of the tests may not accurately reflect the depth of knowledge gained depending on student motivation during the testing window. Due to the unique sample of students available for the study, the results may be generalizable only to similar schools and student populations.

Reading comprehension is a complicated process, and is more than reading a selection of passages and answering multiple-choice questions on one specific day in the academic year. The FCAT Reading test, which was used in this study to determine reading comprehension achievement for both samples is one way to measure reading comprehension, but may have possible limitations. For example, while it is used to determine accountability within school districts in the state of Florida, it does not give a comprehensive idea on reading comprehension achievement in each individual student. Therefore, this study was limited by the scope of the requirements of the FCAT reading assessment.

Summary

This chapter began with a description of the method, proposed analysis, and design of the study. Hypotheses were presented with anticipated results. Detailed description of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine was provided, including a detailed timeline covering a 5-week time period.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

This study investigated the effect of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine on the comprehension of social studies informational text when compared with a traditional teaching approach for students who struggle with reading skills and comprehension. This chapter explains the findings from the analyses used to determine these results. The design was a pretest-posttest model with the Reciprocal Mapping intervention as the independent variable and student scores on unit posttest as the dependent variable. The results of the study are organized in this chapter into three main sections. First, a description of the sample is presented, followed by the results of testing the hypotheses, and a brief summary of the chapter.

Description of the Sample

One hundred and thirty eight sixth grade students participated in the study in the two participating schools. The two schools are located in a rural Florida county and serves pre-kindergarten through eighth grade. The schools use the Florida Sunshine State Standards to develop lesson plans and follow pacing guides developed by the district in order to ensure that each school is teaching the same content at the same time throughout the county. Seventy-eight students were in the experimental group that received the Reciprocal Mapping Instructional routine while 61 of the students were in the control group, receiving traditional instruction. The Reciprocal Mapping students were given explicit instruction of the five most common informational text types, their signal words and corresponding graphic organizers associated with them. Students were further instructed in three of these informational text types; compare and contrast, cause and
effect, and problem and solution, using the textbook and a variety of trade books, Internet passages, and instructional magazines. Students who were high-risk readers, that is students who scored a Level 1 or Level 2 on the reading portion of the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) were a focus of the study. Students were given a pretest, then were taught either in the control, traditional instruction classroom, or the experimental, Reciprocal Mapping classroom and were then given a posttest assessment using the question bank from the county adopted social studies textbook by McGraw-Hill, *Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages* (Spielvogel, 2013).

**Results and Examination of the Hypotheses**

Students who took part in this study were in sixth grade classes that were then randomly assigned to either the traditional group (“control”) or the Reciprocal Mapping (“treatment”) group. Traditional group was traditional instruction typically found in general education social studies classrooms. Table 3 shows pretest scores for the control group ($M = 4.18, SD = 2.23$) and the treatment group ($M = 4.33, SD = 1.90$). The posttest scores for the control group reported a mean of 13.15 and the treatment group had a mean of 14.68. Both the pretest and posttest scores are based on a maximum score of 20. Mean gains for the control group were reported as 8.97 while the treatment group mean gains were 10.35. Teacher fidelity of implementation had a mean score of 18.33 out of a possible 24 points. Teacher Affinity had a mean score of 18.58 while student affinity had a mean of 16.04, each out of a possible twenty points.
Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations of Test Scores, Fidelity, and Affinity Disaggregated by Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>No Treatment (N=60)</th>
<th>Treatment (N=78)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Test</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gains</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Fidelity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Affinity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Affinity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: symbol - reflects that Fidelity of treatment and student and teacher Affinity were not measured for the control group.

The non-treatment group consisted of twenty seven students (45%) identified as low risk, eighteen students (30%) identified as Level 3 and fifteen students (25%) identified as high-risk. The treatment group had a total of twenty five students (32.1%) identified as low risk, twenty five students (32.2%) identified as level 3 and twenty eight students (35.9%) identified as high-risk. The non-treatment group number of participants was sixty (43.2%) and the treatment group had seventy eight participants (56.1%) as shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Demographic of Participants N = 138

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Treatment</th>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Risk</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-risk</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>56.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N=138

Cronbach’s alpha was run on each of the Affinity measures and Fidelity. The student affinity and teacher affinity had a total of four items in each respective measure. Student affinity reported and alpha of .598 while teacher affinity reported .889 (see Table 5). Teacher fidelity consisted of ten items and had a Cronbach’s alpha of .654, upon examining the items contribution to the construct it was decided that items three and four would be removed resulting in a Cronbach’s alpha of .719 for the eight items. According to Kline (1999) alpha levels running from 0.7 – 0.80 are acceptable while alphas ranging from 0.6 ≤ α < 0.7 are marginally acceptable, and an alpha of 0.5 ≤ α < 0.6 is considered poor. The poor alpha is likely due to n=2, a small sample size that frequently resulting in poor alpha results. Therefore, one needs to be careful when interpreting the results of student affinity.
Table 5

*Internal Consistency of Measures Using Cronbach’s Alpha*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N of Items</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Affinity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Affinity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Fidelity</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hypothesis 1 asked if there was an interaction among three variables, sex, treatment, and level of risk, in predicting posttest scores on the McGraw-Hill social studies unit test, while covarying the pretest scores. There were no significant 2-way or 3-way interaction between level of risk and sex ($F=0.95$, $p=.391$ and $\eta^2=.015$), level of risk and treatment ($F=1.17$, $p=.174$ and $\eta^2=.028$), and level of risk, treatment, and sex ($F=1$, $p=.37$ and $\eta^2=.016$). Due to the lack of interaction it was appropriate to interpret the main effects of treatment.
Table 6

Summary Table for a Three-Way Analysis of Variance of the Effects of Reciprocal Mapping, Gender, and Risk on Post Test Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>118.48</td>
<td>118.48</td>
<td>15.17</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Risk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.66</td>
<td>40.83</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94.24</td>
<td>94.24</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level * Male</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.77</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level * TX</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male * TX</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level * Male *</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Group</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>945.28</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>27668</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Results are for post test scores while controlling for pretest where Reciprocal Mapping had a higher mean than the traditional treatment.

Since the main effect of treatment accounted for a significant proportion of unique variance while controlling for sex and level of risk, research hypothesis two asked if there was a significant difference between the treatment and control groups in posttest gain scores. An independent t-test was conducted to investigate differences in posttest gain scores between the treatment and control group. The mean gain score for the control group ($M = 8.97, SD = 3.63$) was significantly lower than that of the treatment group ($M$
= 10.35, SD = 2.52), \( p < .05 \), indicating that the Reciprocal Mapping treatment accounted for a significant increase in scores for the treatment group as compared to the students who did not receive the treatment. Results indicated that this reciprocal mapping techniques may be useful for all reading levels, and could possibly increase scores across varying reading levels (see Table 7).

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differences Between the Control and Treatment Group on Posttest Gain Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain Score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Since Levene’s Test for Equal Variances indicated significant differences between the control and treatment group variances the equal variances not assumed was used.*

Research hypothesis three tested if teacher fidelity of implementation of the treatment had a statistically significant relationship in predicting posttest scores when controlling for pretest scores. A regression analysis of covariance was conducted to investigate the relationship of fidelity in predicting posttest scores. As one can see from Table 8 there is a statistically significant relationship (\( p < .001 \)) between the fidelity of implementation in predicting posttest scores, such that as fidelity of implementation increased so does posttest scores. This means that the more closely the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is followed by the teachers, the more likely that students will achieve higher scores on social studies content.
Table 8

**Regression Analysis Summary for Teacher Fidelity predicting Posttest Scores While Controlling for Pretest Scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>21.51</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-34.37</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>-2.70</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher Fidelity</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: R^2* \text{Change}=.146 with an *F* \text{Change}(1,75)=14.06 and *p*=.000

Research hypothesis four tested if student and teacher affinity accounted for a significant amount of unique variance in predicting posttest scores while controlling for pretest scores. A regression analysis of variance was conducted and as one can see from Table 9 only teacher affinity accounted for a statistically significant (\(p < .001\)) amount of unique variance in predicting posttest scores while controlling for pretest scores. This would indicate that the degree to which the teachers are willing to use and like to use the intervention result in higher posttest scores for the students.
Table 9

Regression Analysis Summary for Teacher and Student Affinity predicting Posttest Scores
While Controlling for Pretest Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>21.51</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher Affinity</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student Affinity</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $R^2_{\text{change}}=.157$ with an $F_{\text{change}(2,74)}=7.56$ and $p=.001$

Summary

Results of this study supported the hypotheses proposed in this study. Because no significant 2-way or 3-way interaction between levels of risk, sex, and treatment, the main effects were run. The Reciprocal Mapping treatment accounted for a statistically significant difference in the posttest scores which measured gain in social studies content knowledge. Furthermore, after controlling for pretest, it appeared that the Reciprocal Mapping technique also helped the low risk students perform better on the posttest, or at least did not interfere with gains. In addition, there was a statistically significant relationship between the fidelity of implementation and posttest scores. Finally, teacher affinity accounted for a statistically significant amount of unique variance in predicting
posttest scores. Chapter V discusses the results and implications of these findings for research, theory, and practice.
CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The final chapter provides a summary of the study, an interpretation of the data analyses, and an explanation of the study limitations. Implications for theory, policy, and practice are presented. The chapter concludes with recommendations for future research.

The purpose of this study was to investigate student use of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine to comprehend informational text and three types of text structure, in seven, sixth-grade, social studies classrooms in a small rural school district.

Since findings show positive results for general education classrooms, which include a wide variety of students, it may benefit teacher preparation programs to include Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine as a strategy that has been shown to increase performance in social studies. Reciprocal Mapping has been used effectively in elementary classes with narrative text (Fine, 2004), and with the results of this study, it appears that Reciprocal Mapping is effective with informational texts found in social studies disciplinary text.

The study also supports the research cited in Chapter II, that the use of graphic organizers has overall positive effects on improving comprehension and writing of informational texts. Educators may consider the inclusion of graphic organizers, in general, and Reciprocal Mapping instructional maps, when teaching disciplinary subjects. In this study, it should be noted that students benefitted from using Reciprocal Mapping graphic organizers during their prewriting drafts. The results of the study show that the use of the Reciprocal Map was an effective intervention and may be considered as a strategy to be taught to beginning and novice teachers, and may have a place in
professional development programs, especially with the implementation of the Common Core State Standards.

The theoretical bases of this dissertation are strongly evident in the results of the study, including explicit and direct teaching of targeted skills and concepts, the gradual release of responsibility from teacher to the student, and the reciprocity of reading and writing of informational text. Since Reciprocal Mapping is not overly complex or time consuming for the practicing professional to learn, it would appear to be a strategy that could be used in disciplinary classrooms.

It should be noted that the Reciprocal Mapping Instructional routine gives teachers insight into how their students are thinking about the topic of study. This is due to the use of the Reciprocal Mapping graphic organizer that provides the visual access to the teacher. As students add information onto their maps from the variety of informational text they read on each topic, teachers can see the developing knowledge "as it happens in real time." This is especially valuable when one considers consequential validity.

Messick (1989) notes that consequential validity is important to bear in mind in high-stakes testing situations such as FCAT. Consequential validity is "evidence and rationales for evaluating the intended and unintended consequences of score interpretation in both the short and long-term" (Messick, 1989). Consequential validity is important to consider because high-stakes testing is required by NCLB (2001) and states that testing “be valid for the purposes for which the assessment system is used". However, Shepard (1997) examined Messick's definition of consequential validity further by arguing one must investigate both "positive/negative intended and unintended
consequences of score-based inferences.” Further, Lane and Stone (2002) compared and contrasted state assessments intended positive consequences include:

- Increasing student, teacher, and administrator motivation and effort;
- Improving learning for all students;
- Providing professional development support.

Lane & Stone (2002) and Lane (2005) found that, at times, unintended consequences are possible such as:

- Decreasing confidence and motivation to learn and perform well on assessments;
- Impacting grade promotion, retention, and high school graduation;
- Decreasing teacher and student effort morale

Using Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine allows the teacher to hone in on the positive aspects of immediate and positive student feedback thus avoiding possible negative feedback. Teachers can immediately see if the student needs to be scaffolded more and the level to which the scaffolding is needed. If the students are demonstrating successful knowledge of content acquisition, the teacher can direct appropriate praise. Conversely, if students are not able to demonstrate success, teachers can select from a number of ways to provide support using positive classroom language rather than negative feedback upon completion of task. This will reduce the risk of negative self-esteem issues that may be associated with failing grades. Further, neither student nor teacher has to wait an inordinate amount of time to see success in concept acquisition.
Summary of Study

The study focused on high-risk readers, as determined by the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test, level 1 and level 2 readers, but included all levels of readers. The goal of this study was to determine if the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine was an effective reading intervention to use with sixth graders in a social studies classroom using a variety of informational text. This quasi-experimental study was conducted over a 5-week period with students who were randomly assigned to the classes. Classroom instruction was provided by veteran teachers in 45 minute sessions at similar times of the academic day. Students were explicitly taught the five most common informational text types with specific emphasis on compare and contrast, cause and effect, and problem and solution. Students were given a pretest in the first week of the study. Both the control and experimental classes used the Florida state adopted text, McGraw-Hill, Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages (Spielvogel, 2013), and a posttest was administered at the end of week five.

Specifically the research questions were:

Question 1: Is there a significant interaction between sex, treatment (Reciprocal Mapping approach and traditional instruction) and level of risk groups (low, Level 3, and High) in predicting gains on the McGraw-Hill Social Studies unit test, such that the high-risk group will gain more on the test?

Question 2: If there is no interaction or the interaction is ordinal, is there a significant difference between Reciprocal Mapping and traditional treatments in predicting posttest scores?
Question 3: For the treatment group (Reciprocal Mapping) is there a relationship between the fidelity of implementation in predicting adjusted posttest scores adjusted on the McGraw-Hill pretest scores?

Question 4: Does each of the affinity scales (teacher affinity to the condition, and student affinity of the condition) account for significant amounts of unique variance on predating adjusted posttest scores?

Research Findings

This study had a treatment group of fifty students identified as low risk, FCAT levels 3, 4, or 5; and twenty eight students identified as high-risk, FCAT levels 1 or 2. The comparison group consisted of 45 students in the low risk category and 15 students in high-risk. The treatment group had 78 participants and the comparison group had 60 students.

Research question one asked if there was a significant interaction between three variables; gender, treatment (Reciprocal Mapping approach and traditional instruction) and level of risk groups on posttest scores while covarying the pretests scores. There was no significant 2-way or 3-way interaction between the level of risk and gender, level or risk and treatment, and level of risk, treatment, and gender. Because there was no interaction it was appropriate to interpret the main effects of the treatment.

Since the main effect of treatment accounted for a significant proportion of unique variance while controlling for gender and level of risk, research question two investigated the difference of the treatment and control groups in posttest gain scores. A statistically significant difference in posttest score gain was found when compared to the control group.
Results indicate an overall positive effect for the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine for students who are considered to be struggling readers as determined by results of the FCAT reading test for social studies content. Further, results suggest that the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine may benefit all levels of readers in sixth grade social studies content. Reciprocal Mapping instruction routine could possibly increase scores for all students in a sixth-grade social studies classroom. Results of the Teacher fidelity to treatment indicated that there was a positive relationship between the consistency with which teachers followed the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and posttest scores. Students scores were higher for teachers with high fidelity scores. When examining the results of the affinity to treatment of both the teachers and students, it appears that there is a relationship between teacher's affinity to treatment, but not with student's affinity to treatment. This would indicate that if a teacher likes the Reciprocal Mapping instruction routine, their students are likely to perform better on the posttest scores.

Hypothesis one tested if there was a significant interaction between three variables; sex, treatment (Reciprocal Mapping approach and traditional instruction) and level of risk groups on posttest scores while covarying the pretests scores. There was no significant 2-way or 3-way interaction between the level of risk and sex, level or risk and treatment, and level of risk, treatment, and sex. Because there was no interaction it was appropriate to interpret the main effects of the treatment.

Since the main effect of treatment accounted for a significant proportion of unique variance while controlling for sex and level of risk, Hypothesis two investigated the difference of the treatment and control groups in posttest gain scores. A statistically
significant difference in posttest score gain was found when compared to the control group. This indicates that at-risk readers scored significantly better than peers in the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine treatment group.

Research Hypothesis three tested if teacher fidelity of implementation of the treatment was a statistically significant relationship in predicting posttest scores when controlling for pretest scores. A significant relation between the fidelity of implementation and predicting test scores was found; such that as the fidelity of implementation increased, so did the posttest scores. This indicated that when teachers follow the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine the students scored higher than teachers who do not.

Hypothesis four tested if student and teacher affinity accounted for a significant amount of unique variance in predicting posttest scores while controlling for pretest scores. The results of the analysis showed that only teacher affinity accounted for a statistically significant amount of variance.

**Implications of Findings**

Findings suggest that the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is an effective teaching practice for students in content area classes aiding with understanding of informational text structure as well as comprehension of informational text. Reciprocal Mapping appears to be an effective strategy for both high-risk readers and proficient readers. Findings also suggest that Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is equally effective for both male and female students.

As noted in Chapter II, a strength of graphic organizers is that they help students to visualize concepts and how they are related in text. With the use of Reciprocal
Mapping, students were able to read text and extract pertinent information to include in their maps. By explicitly teaching students specific informational text types, they are able to navigate text more effectively by using target vocabulary, associated key words, and graphic organizers. From this study, students who used the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine, were able find and remember targeted concepts from social studies text.

Important for many schools is the success that the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine has in the whole group setting. For this study, Reciprocal Mapping was used during whole group classroom teaching, in classrooms that included general education students, exceptional education students, students who are not native English speakers, and gifted students. The nature of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine may allow the teacher to be able to effectively teach all types of students.

**Implications for Future Research**

There are several recommendations for future research. The length of the study was relatively short, at five weeks. However, within the five weeks, a full unit of study was completed. Further research of a longer duration in other settings would add to the knowledge base. Research of a longer duration may include a variety of social studies content that includes several chapters and it may indicate that the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is an effective intervention with a variety of social studies concepts and content. Other settings may indicate that the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine is effective in larger schools and urban settings.

Future research might have participants engage with different types of informational text. Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that has been shown to be
successful with narrative text, (Fine, 2004) and with three types of informational social studies text in this study. The researcher believes that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that may show positive gains across the disciplinary curriculum and with any type of informational text. Further research in different disciplinary classes may bear out the effectiveness of the Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine.

It would be of interest for further research to investigate specific grade/age levels that students appear to be most able to gain knowledge from informational text and its features - and associated with that might be what grade level learns what aspect of informational text the best. In this study, students from sixth grade were able to effectively use a type of graphic organizers, the Reciprocal Map, to gain knowledge from informational text. An area of interest for further research might start at the fourth grade level, since traditionally, this is the grade level that students are often expected to be able to read from textbooks more intensely.

Transfer and generalization has been the subject of many research studies; student ability to gain knowledge in one class, and then to transfer and or generalize that specific knowledge to new or different situations. Further research is needed to examine the possibility of students transferring the concepts learned from this study in the social studies classroom, to other disciplinary classrooms would be of great interest. For example, for studying, reading text on the job, or outside of the school environment would be of interest to the adult learning community.

Florida's recent adoption of national standard, specifically the Common Core State Standards Initiative, which have placed literacy development in disciplinary classrooms emphasizes the importance of reading and writing. Students will be working
more with informational materials and close examination of text will take on a more
prominent role across the curriculum. Students will be expected to develop deep learning
in disciplinary classrooms and will write about topics they research providing evidence to
support their writings. All students, including at-risk students, have difficulty reading and
comprehending informational text due to its relatively difficult text structure and specific
vocabulary. However, students have shown that when explicitly taught informational text
structure, they are better able to comprehend. Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine
was found to be successful when used to teach sixth-grade social studies content.
Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine explicitly teaches students informational text
structure using an integrated reading and writing approach providing students an
expertise needed to read informational text successfully.

**Significance of the Study**

The current study significantly contributes to the knowledge base related to
literacy development in a variety of ways. First, national standards, specifically the
Common Core State Initiative, situate literacy development directly in disciplinary areas
(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010). This initiative emphasizes the
importance of informational reading and writing. The current study contributes to the
research base from which educators may draw research-based practices designed to
support literacy development within disciplinary areas.

Second, many students, including high-risk readers, struggle when trying to read
and comprehend informational text. Research supports the use of informational text
which include the embedded text structures (Duke & Bennett-Armistead, 2003; Hall,
Sabey, & McClellan, 2005; Moss, 2005; Purcell-Gates, Duke, & Martineau, 2007;
Reutzel, Read & Fawson, 2009). Some research related to text structure has been shown to help students comprehend informational text, (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994; Klingner, Vaughn & Schumm, 1998; Guthrie, VanMeter, McCann, et al, 1996, Ciardiello, 2002; Williams, Stafford, Lauer, et al, 2009). Most looked at one specific text structure, with little emphasis on examining it within the context of authentic reading and writing. This study adds to the research base by examining a Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine that incorporates the five most common informational text structures in a way that directly supports the literacy development of all students, including those most high-risk in their reading development.

Third, Reciprocal Mapping has shown positive results related to primary students’ ability to use and apply text structure with narrative text. The current study extends Reciprocal Mapping research to informational text structures. Additionally, it extends research in this area to sixth-grade students’ comprehension of disciplinary text in the area of social studies.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Pacing Guide for County’s 6th Grade Social Studies

**Quarter 1**

Historical Thinking Skills:

*Geography*

1. Map Skills/Types
2. Geographic terms
3. Latitude & Longitude
4. Six Essential Elements of Geography

*Tools of the Historian*

1. Historical terms
2. Archaeology

*Beginning of Human Society*

1. Old Stone Age
2. New Stone Age

**Quarter 2**

*Mesopotamia*

1. Geographic Features
2. Achievements, Events & Key Figures
3. Contributions of Mesopotamia

*Egypt*

1. Geographic Features
2. Achievements, Events & Key Figures
3. Contributions of Egypt

*Judaism*

1. Geographic Area
2. Major Figures & Beliefs

**Quarter 3**

*India*

1. Geographic Features
2. Religions
3. Empires & Dynasties
4. Achievements, Events, & Key Figures
5. Contributions

*China*

1. Geographic Features
2. Philosophies
3. Silk Road & Trade
4. Mongol Empire
5. Key Figures & Contributions of Classical and Post Classical China
6. Cause & Effect of Chinese isolation

**Quarter 4**

*Greece*

1. Geographic Features
2. Achievements, Events, & Contributions
3. Key Figures
4. Compare & Contrast Sparta and Athens
5. Democratic Concepts
6. Wars & Alphabet

*Rome*

1. Geographic Features
2. Achievements, Events, Key Figures & Contributions
3. Rise & Fall of the Roman Empire
4. Social Classes
5. Christianity
6. Influence of Latin Language
## Appendix B: Study Time Frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wk.</th>
<th><strong>Control Group</strong></th>
<th><strong>Experimental Group</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre-test and Unit Introduction. Unit introduction includes preview of pertinent vocabulary, video clip, chapter preview, worksheets, timeline and What Do You Know activity.</td>
<td>Pre-test and Unit Introduction. Briefly review five informational text types chart. Unit introduction includes preview of pertinent vocabulary, video clip, chapter preview, timeline and What Do You Know activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Review unit concepts. Overview lesson one. Teach vocabulary associated with lesson. During lecture students take notes on objectives selected to be covered. Activities may include reading from the textbook, taking notes, answering textbook questions, completing worksheets, answering teacher questions, viewing videos.</td>
<td>Briefly review five informational text types chart. Use Reciprocal Mapping to explicitly teach Compare and Contrast text type, its ancillary signal words and types of graphic organizers commonly used. Students will demonstrate knowledge of Compare/Contrast after completion of teacher's modeling and creating individual maps. Students then use passages from the textbook to reinforce use of Compare/Contrast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Review previous week's objective; teach objectives for lesson two. Teach associated vocabulary. During lecture have students take notes on selected objectives. Activities may include reading from the textbook, taking notes, answering textbook questions, completing worksheets, answering teacher questions, viewing videos. Students may be asked to write a summary of objectives taught in lessons one and two. Traditional assignments include answering questions at the end of each lesson, writing a summary or answering teacher questions.</td>
<td>Briefly review five informational text types chart. Use Reciprocal Mapping to explicitly teach Cause and Effect text type, its ancillary signal words and graphic organizers. Students will demonstrate knowledge of Cause/Effect after completion of teacher's modeling and creating individual maps. Students then use lesson two passages from the textbook to reinforce Cause/Effect. Give students a variety of trade books, informational books, Internet sites in addition to textbook to begin to build individual maps. Teacher builds Reciprocal Map to model as students begin to create their own. Class Reciprocal Map includes lesson one and two objectives. Maps can be created on using Inspiration or similar if desired. Students use their maps to organize objectives as a pre-writing activity. Assignments may include Power Point, pamphlet, or Microsoft Word document. Teacher will circulate and ensure that students are accurately filling out the graphic organizers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Review previous weeks objectives; teach objectives for lesson three. Teach associated vocabulary. During lecture have students take notes on selected objectives. Activities may include reading from the textbook, taking notes, answering textbook questions, completing worksheets, answering teacher questions, viewing videos.</td>
<td>Briefly review five informational text types chart. Use Reciprocal Mapping to explicitly teach Problem and Solution text type, its ancillary signal words and graphic organizers. Students will demonstrate knowledge of Problem/Solution after completion of teacher's modeling and creating individual maps. Students then use passages from lesson three in the textbook to reinforce Problem/Solution. Continue to build class and individual maps using a variety of informational text materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students continue using their maps for class assignments. Teacher continually circulates to ensure that students are accurately completing their maps. Reteach/review if/as needed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>End of unit review. Review instructional objectives from social studies textbook. Unit wrap up and review for posttest. Administer the posttest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End of unit review. Review instructional objectives from social studies textbook, using student made maps from weeks two - four. Use Reciprocal Maps to finalize artifacts. Review the three explicitly taught informational text types. Unit wrap up and review for posttest. Administer the posttest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix C: Five Most Common Informational Text Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informational Text Type</th>
<th>Signal Words</th>
<th>Graphic Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>For example Characteristics For instance Such as Including</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequence</strong></td>
<td>First, second, third Next, after that, then Finally, at the end Previously</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compare and Contrast</strong></td>
<td>However, in contrast Similarly, in the same way On the other hand, both Either/or Like, just as</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cause and Effect</strong></td>
<td>If/then Because Consequently As a result Due to Therefore</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem and Solution</strong></td>
<td>Problem is Dilemma is If/then As a result So that</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix D: Teacher Fidelity to Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mastery 3</th>
<th>Sufficient 2</th>
<th>Limited 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has set to interest students on social studies topic of study.</td>
<td>Has a few questions to interest students on topic</td>
<td>Has question or statement to interest students in topic.</td>
<td>Does not open with a question or statement to interest students in topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has allowed students to read trade books on topic prior to beginning textbook</td>
<td>Has allowed students to read trade books and make a vocabulary notebook on topic prior to beginning textbook passage.</td>
<td>Has allowed students to read trade books on topic prior to beginning textbook passages.</td>
<td>Has trade books in classroom, but may not have them displayed in an interesting manner or allowed students time to read them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has explained the concept of text structure</td>
<td>Has explained the concept of text structure and developed chart of signal words.</td>
<td>Has explained the concept of text structure and told signal words.</td>
<td>Has explained the concept of text structure mentioning some or not mentioning signal words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has provided guided practice in identifying the text structure and students' ability to put information on a map.</td>
<td>Has allowed the students to work in collaborative groups each mapping different examples of text structure and share their work with the whole group.</td>
<td>Has allowed the students to work in collaborative groups to map text structure and share their work. The same text is used by each group.</td>
<td>Has not allowed the students to work in collaborative groups to map text structure and/or share their work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials: has provided text that matches the type of text structure being studied.</td>
<td>Has provided text from the textbook that clearly matches the type of text structure and topic of study.</td>
<td>Has provided text that matches the type of text structure that is from the textbook.</td>
<td>Has not provided text that has a clear example of the type of text structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has identified vocabulary words that might be used on students' Reciprocal Mapping map and text.</td>
<td>Has allowed students to identify key vocabulary words that might be used on students' Reciprocal Mapping map and text.</td>
<td>Has identified key vocabulary words for students to use on students' Reciprocal Mapping map and text.</td>
<td>Has not identified vocabulary words or allowed students to identify vocabulary words that might be used on Reciprocal Mapping map and text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has explained writing process and read and given feedback to support the students as they write informational artifacts.</td>
<td>Has explained writing process and read and given feedback to support the students as they write informational artifacts.</td>
<td>Has read and given feedback to support the students as they write informational artifacts.</td>
<td>Has not read and/or given feedback to students as they write informational artifacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has supported the presentation of information book of student's social studies writing.</td>
<td>Has supported the presentation of information book of students social studies writing to allow time for students to socially interact with positive comments as they share their information book presentations or books made from slides from information book.</td>
<td>Has supported the presentation of information book either as presentation or books, of student's social studies writing.</td>
<td>Has not supported the presentation of information books of student's social studies writing or allowed time for students to socially interact as they share their information book or books made from information book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix E: Teacher Affinity of Reciprocal Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>strongly disagree (1)</th>
<th>disagree (2)</th>
<th>neutral (3)</th>
<th>agree (4)</th>
<th>strongly agree (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy the student is able to apply for learning each of the informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy the student is able to apply for learning each of the informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I disagree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy the student is able to apply for learning each of the informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that the student is able learn informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I agree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that the student is able learn informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that the student is able to apply for learning each of the informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping may have enabled the student to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping may have enabled the student to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to collaborate with peers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping may have enabled the student to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping may have enabled the student to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables the student to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix F: Student Affinity of Reciprocal Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>strongly disagree (1)</th>
<th>disagree (2)</th>
<th>neutral (3)</th>
<th>agree (4)</th>
<th>strongly agree (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy I can use to learn each of the informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy I can use to learn informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I disagree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy that may help me learn informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I agree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy I can use to learn informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that Reciprocal Mapping is a strategy I can use to learn informational text structures in Social Studies text.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables me to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping may have enabled me to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to collaborate with peers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables me to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to write using evidence about the content from the texts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enables me to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I strongly disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I disagree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>Learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td>I strongly agree that learning Social Studies using Reciprocal Mapping enabled me to discuss Social Studies content.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix G: Overview of the Reciprocal Mapping Instructional Routine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Effect of Reciprocal Mapping on High-Risk Sixth-Grade Students' Social Studies Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Students are explicitly taught an integrated and iterative reading/writing strategy, using visual representation to make concrete the reading process they encounter using social studies informational text.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Time Frame:** Lessons are fifty minutes, initial explicit instruction of the strategy, Reciprocal Mapping, and each text type are presented in the fifty minute time frame. Subsequent lessons include practice of the three text types with informational text used in social studies classroom.

**Psychological Framework:** Explicit initial instruction, students copy exactly what the teacher does, I Do. Students then create their own examples copying exactly the process the teacher showed, You Do, I Help. Once students show mastery of text type, they continue reading social studies informational text as teacher observes. You Do, I Watch. (Scaffolding).

**Objectives:** Students will be able to recognize three types of informational text commonly found in informational text, and use graphic organizers to help comprehend social studies concepts.

1. Compare and Contrast - most often use a Venn Diagram or type of T-Chart to place text and to generate written summary.
2. Cause and Effect - most often use a box (cause) with arrows leading to other boxes (effect) to place text and generate written summary.
3. Problem and Solution - will use a problem/solution organizer where they place the problem, the steps needed to solve it, leading to the solution and generate written summary.

**Guiding Questions:** CCSS require that students learn to:

1. Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two text on the same topic (p. 14).
2. Describe the relationship between a series of historical events using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause and effect (p. 14).
3. Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally). For students this can mean that they are able to read a variety of informational text commonly found in sixth-grade classrooms with mastery. Further, they will be able to use graphic organizers to help them understand informational text as well as their related text features.

**Lesson Format for Reciprocal Mapping**

1. Show chart of five informational text types. This should be done with overhead, projector, or similar device to display whole group. Students may have individual copy as they listen and watch explicit teacher directions.
2. Teacher should review the first two text types, these are usually taught in primary grades and should be familiar to the students, and will give them background knowledge with which to integrate new information from lesson being taught.
3. Show just target informational text type, for this study, the three targeted informational
4. Teacher explains the use of the targeted graphic organizer, shows signal words, draws the graphic organizer.

5. Teacher models the use of the targeted graphic organizer as she shows how to use it with a commonly experienced real-life situation compatible with age/grade level of students.

6. Students copy teacher's example exactly on their own graphic organizer. The graphic organizer can be teacher-made, student-made, or commercially-made. However, students will copy the exact example modeled by the teacher.

7. Students then use their graphic organizer to write a short paragraph that relates the events that were mapped. For example, if it is a cause and effect example, with the cause "getting sent to the principal's office" and effects such as "getting in trouble, grounded, extra homework" the students' written paragraph, based on the graphic organizer could be: "I was sent to the principal's office yesterday because I was late for class for the third time. My punishment was that I was grounded for the weekend and I had to do extra homework to make up for what I missed during class." The graphic organizer is functioning as a Reciprocal Map that the student uses to write from, including the targeted informational text structure.

8. The teacher then asks the student to create their own example of the targeted informational text type, based on commonly experienced real-life situation, using the graphic organizer.

9. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since a graphic organizer is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept.

10. Once teacher checks for understanding, the student then uses the graphic organizer to write a short paragraph that relates the events they mapped. This would be similar to Step 7 where the student is using the graphic organizer, now the Reciprocal Map, to guide them as they write their paragraph. This completes the first day of instruction. Days 2 and 3 are the same, with the exception that Day 2 uses informational text that should be at a reading level that all students can master. This could be from an informational picture book, from connected text, a disciplinary magazine, appendices show each text type in detail. Day 3 uses text from the textbook used in the classroom.
Title | Effect of Reciprocal Mapping on High-Risk Sixth-Grade Students' Social Studies Achievement
---|---
Summary | Students are explicitly taught an integrated and iterative reading/writing strategy, using visual representation to make concrete the reading process they encounter using social studies informational text.

**Time Frame:** Fifty minutes, review of five most common text types, initial explicit instruction of compare and contrast informational text, application, writing from the Reciprocal Map, and student practice.

**Psychological Framework:** Explicit initial instruction, students copy exactly what the teacher is doing, I Do. Students then create their own examples copying exactly the process the teacher showed, You Do, I Help. Once students show mastery of text type, they continue reading social studies informational text as teacher observes. You Do, I Watch. (Scaffolding).

**Objectives:** Students will be able to identify and use the informational text type compare and contrast including ancillary signal words and types of graphic organizers used. Students will be create individual Reciprocal Maps during the iterative instructional setting, using teacher modeling to make concrete compare and contrast informational text. Students will be able to use their Reciprocal Map to write compare and contrast text.

**Guiding Questions:** CCSS require that students learn to:

1. Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same topic (p. 14).
2. Describe the relationship between a series of historical events using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause and effect (p. 14).
3. Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally).

For students this can mean that they are able to read a variety of informational text commonly found in sixth-grade classrooms with mastery. Further, they will be able to use graphic organizers to help them understand informational text as well as their related text features.

**Lesson Plan:** Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and compare and contrast informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Quickly review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.
2. Display the informational text type Compare and Contrast. Explain the use of this type of informational text. Explicitly teach the text feature signal words most commonly used with it, including both, same as, alike, similarly, as well as, likewise, either...or to show similarities. Signal words for contrasting include different, on the other hand, although, contrary, as opposed to.
3. Show the two most commonly used graphic organizers for Compare and Contrast, Venn Diagram and T-Chart/Boxed T-Chart. Teacher is continuing to
explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

4. Teacher models the use of the Compare and Contrast informational text type by showing it (on overhead/document camera) using a commonly experienced real-life situation found in sixth-grade classroom. An example may be to compare a sixth-grade demands with those the students faced in fifth-grade. Other examples may include comparing previously taught skills, such as land forms, desert and arctic (these have clear compare and contrast attributes). Examples may be two different types of pets. At this time, the focus is on the students' acquiring the skill of compare and contrast, so the two items being used should be very easy for the students to see similarities and differences. The important aspect is that the teacher is modeling the use of the Compare and Contrast graphic organizer as she is creating it in view of the students.

5. Students copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. The graphic organizer can be teacher-made and given to students in advance, student-made as they copy what the teacher is doing, or commercially-made and in use by both the teacher as she models and given to the students to duplicate exactly hers.

6. Students then use their graphic organizer to write a short paragraph that relates the events that were mapped. For example, if the compare and contrast used was desert vs. arctic habitats, once the class has mapped the elements onto their maps, the student writing may be: "Both the desert and arctic habitats support animal life and are not highly populated. However, they are different because the desert is dry and sandy, as opposed to the arctic which is cold and icy." The graphic organizer is functioning as the Reciprocal Map that the students uses to first copy the text from the teacher, then to use for the writing process, including the informational text type itself, in this case, Compare and Contrast.

7. Teacher then asks the students to create their own example of a Compare and Contrast situation, based on commonly experienced information, this could be generated from discussion in step four above. Students will make a Reciprocal Map, exactly like the one the teacher created and they copied, with their own example.

8. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since a graphic organizer is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This graphic organizer becomes the Reciprocal Map as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

9. Once teacher checks for understanding, the student then uses their Reciprocal Map to write a short paragraph that relates the details that they mapped. This is similar to step six above where the student is using the Reciprocal Map, to guide them as they write their paragraph.

10. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph that is based on the information in the Reciprocal Map to write compare and contrast text.
Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and compare and contrast informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.

2. Display the informational text type Compare and Contrast. Review the use of this type of informational text. Review the text feature signal words most commonly used with it, including both, same as, alike, similarly, as well as, likewise, either...or to show similarities. Signal words for contrasting include different, on the other hand, although, contrary, as opposed to.

3. Review the two most commonly used graphic organizers for Compare and Contrast, Venn Diagram and T-Chart/Boxed T-Chart. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

4. Teacher shows day one example of both teacher created and student created Reciprocal Maps, as well as written paragraphs. Whole group review.

5. In much the same way as Day 1, the teacher now uses an example of Compare and Contrast informational text that can be easily read by the students. At this time it is important that students are not struggling to read or understand the text. Students are reading informational text that they can master and that allows them to use their cognitive capacity to understand the process at this time, not the text. Therefore, text can be from an informational picture book that models the exact text structure, in this case, a compare and contrast informational text. The teacher could use connected text from a teacher's guide that models the text type. The teacher could use intertextual text examples showing the idea of compare and contrast at a level that is possibly easier for the student to understand. At this point, it is very important to use text the models the text type and is easily read. The teacher will read the text as she completes the map, modeling for the students as they observe.

6. Students then copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. At this time, the graphic organizer should be the same one used in day one for continuity.

7. Students then use their maps to write a short paragraph that relates back to the compare and contrast informational text read in step five. The Reciprocal Map that the students use to first copy the text from the teacher, then to use for the writing process, including the informational text type itself, Compare and Contrast is the scaffold for success. Teacher checks paragraphs to ensure students' understood and wrote correctly.

8. Teacher then asks the students to read their own example of a Compare and Contrast informational text as described in step five above. Students will read the provided text, make a Reciprocal Map, exactly like the one the teacher created and they copied, with their own example from the Compare and Contrast informational text provided.

9. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since the
Reciprocal Map is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This Reciprocal Map is the basis of information sharing as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

10. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph that is based on the information in the Reciprocal Map and is written as compare and contrast text.

Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and compare and contrast informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.

2. Display the informational text type Compare and Contrast. Review the use of this type of informational text. Review the text feature signal words most commonly used with it, including both, same as, alike, similarly, as well as, likewise, either...or to show similarities. Signal words for contrasting include different, on the other hand, although, contrary, as opposed to.

3. Review the two most commonly used graphic organizers for Compare and Contrast, Venn Diagram and T-Chart/Boxed T-Chart. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

4. Teacher shows day one example of both teacher created and student created Reciprocal Maps, as well as written paragraphs. Whole group review.

5. In much the same way as Day 1 and Day 2, the teacher now uses an example of Compare and Contrast informational text from classroom materials, specifically the McGraw-Hill textbook, Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages (Spielvogel, 2013). Teacher can use any one of the Compare and Contrast examples noted in the Teacher's Guide. The teacher will use the Reciprocal Map to demonstrate the how to map the Compare and Contrast text from the textbook onto the map. The teacher is modeling this whole group from the document camera, projector, etc. The teacher is making special notes of the text features associated with the Compare and Contrast informational text type.

6. Students then copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. The teacher's map is written across the top of their paper, they make their own map just below it as they copy it verbatim onto theirs.

7. Students then use their maps to write a short paragraph that relates back to the compare and contrast informational text read from the textbook. The Reciprocal Map that the students use is the scaffold that they use to write their paragraph. Teacher checks students' paragraphs to ensure students' understood the informational text type and that they wrote it correctly.

8. Teacher may ask the students to read their paragraphs. At this point, the students' paragraphs should be very similar because they have copied the teacher's exactly based on the textbook passage.

9. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally
important that the student understands the informational text type and since the Reciprocal Map is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This Reciprocal Map is the basis of information sharing as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

10. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph based on the information in the Reciprocal Map and is written as a compare and contrast text type.
Appendix I: Lesson Plan Cause and Effect Informational Text Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Effect of Reciprocal Mapping on High-Risk Sixth Grade Students’ Social Studies Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Students are explicitly taught an integrated and iterative reading/writing strategy, using visual representation to make concrete the reading process they encounter using social studies informational text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Frame:</td>
<td>Fifty minutes, review of five most common text types, initial explicit instruction of compare and contrast informational text, application, writing from the Reciprocal Map, and student practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Framework:</td>
<td>Explicit initial instruction, students copy exactly what the teacher is doing, I Do. Students then create their own examples copying exactly the process the teacher showed, You Do, I Help. Once students show mastery of text type, they continue reading social studies informational text as teacher observes. You Do, I Watch. (Scaffolding).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives:</td>
<td>Students will be able to identify and use the informational text type cause and effect including ancillary signal words and types of graphic organizers used. Students will be create individual Reciprocal Maps during the iterative instructional setting, using teacher modeling to make concrete cause and effect informational text. Students will be able to use their Reciprocal Map to write cause and effect text.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Guiding Questions: | CCSS require that students learn to:  
1. Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same topic (p. 14).  
2. Describe the relationship between a series of historical events using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause and effect (p. 14).  
3. Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally).  
For students this can mean that they are able to read a variety of informational text commonly found in sixth-grade classrooms with mastery. Further, they will be able to use graphic organizers to help them understand informational text as well as their related text features. |
| Lesson Plan: | Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and Cause and Effect informational text.  
1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.  
2. Display the informational text type cause and effect. Explain the use of this type of informational text. Explicitly teach the text feature signal words most commonly used with it: if-then, because, since, so, therefore, consequently.  
3. Show the a graphic organizers for cause and effect. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.  
4. Teacher models the use of the cause and effect informational text type by |
showing it (on overhead/document camera) using a commonly experienced real-life situation found in sixth-grade classroom. An example may be the student did not study for a test (cause), the effects would be a bad grade, their parents would be angry, they might be grounded. The important aspect is that the teacher is modeling the use of the cause and effect graphic organizer as she is creating it in view of the students.

5. Students copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. The graphic organizer can be teacher-made and given to students in advance, student-made as they copy what the teacher is doing, or commercially-made and in use by both the teacher as she models and given to the students to duplicate exactly hers.

6. Students then use their graphic organizer to write a short paragraph that relates the events that were mapped. For example, if the cause and effect used was the one mentioned in step four, the paragraph might be, "Because I did not study for my math test, I got a really bad grade. My parents were super upset and I got in trouble and was grounded. The graphic organizer is functioning as the Reciprocal Map that the students uses to first copy the text from the teacher, then to use for the writing process, including the informational text type itself, in this case, cause and effect.

7. Teacher then asks the students to think of their own example of a cause and effect situation, based on commonly experienced information, this could be generated from discussion in step four above. Students will make a Reciprocal Map, exactly like the one the teacher created and they copied, with their own example.

8. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since a graphic organizer is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This graphic organizer becomes the Reciprocal Map as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

9. Once teacher checks for understanding, the student then uses their Reciprocal Map to write a short paragraph that relates the details that they mapped. This is similar to step six above where the student is using the Reciprocal Map, to guide them as they write their paragraph.

10. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph that is based on the information in the Reciprocal Map to write cause and effect text.

Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and cause and effect informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.

2. Display the informational text type cause and effect. Review the use of this type of informational text. Review the text feature signal words. Review the graphic organizers for cause and effect used in day one lesson. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal
words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

3. Teacher shows day one example of both teacher created and student created Reciprocal Maps, as well as written paragraphs. Whole group review.

4. In much the same way as Day 1, the teacher now uses an example of cause and effect informational text that can be easily read by the students. At this time it is important that students are not struggling with reading and comprehending the text. Give students informational text that they can master and that allows them to use their cognitive capacity to understand the process at this time, not the text. Therefore, text can be from an informational picture book that models the exact text structure, in this case, a cause and effect informational text. The teacher could use connected text from a teacher's guide that models the text type. The teacher could use intertextual text examples showing the idea of cause and effect at a level that is possibly easier for the student to understand. At this point, it is very important to use text the models the text type and is easily read. The teacher will read the text as she completes the map, modeling for the students as they observe.

5. Students then copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. At this time, the graphic organizer should be the same one used in day one for continuity.

6. Students then use their maps to write a short paragraph that relates back to the cause and effect informational text read in step five. The Reciprocal Map that the students use to first copy the text from the teacher, then to use for the writing process, including the informational text type itself, cause and effect is the scaffold for success. Teacher checks paragraphs to ensure students' understood and wrote correctly.

7. Teacher then asks the students to read their own example of a cause and effect informational text as described in step five above. Students will read the provided text, make a Reciprocal Map, exactly like the one the teacher created and they copied, with their own example from the cause and effect informational text provided.

8. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since the Reciprocal Map is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This Reciprocal Map is the basis of information sharing as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

9. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph that is based on the information in the Reciprocal Map and is written as cause and effect text.

Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and cause and effect informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.

2. Display the informational text type Cause and effect. Review the use of this type
of informational text. Review the text feature signal words. Review the graphic organizer. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

3. Teacher shows day one example of both teacher created and student created Reciprocal Maps, as well as written paragraphs. Whole group review.

4. In much the same way as Day 1 and Day 2, the teacher now uses an example of cause and effect informational text from classroom materials, specifically the McGraw-Hill textbook, *Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages* (Spielvogel, 2013). Teacher can use any one of the cause and effect examples noted in the Teacher's Guide. The teacher will use the Reciprocal Map to demonstrate the how to map the cause and effect text from the textbook onto the map. The teacher is modeling this whole group from the document camera, projector, etc. The teacher is making special notes of the text features associated with the Cause and effect informational text type.

5. Students then copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. The teacher's map is written across the top of their paper, they make their own map just below it as they copy it verbatim onto theirs.

6. Students then use their maps to write a short paragraph that relates back to the cause and effect informational text read from the textbook. The Reciprocal Map that the students use is the scaffold that they use to write their paragraph. Teacher checks students' paragraphs to ensure students' understood the informational text type and that they wrote it correctly.

7. Teacher may ask the students to read their paragraphs. At this point, the students' paragraphs should be very similar because they have copied the teacher's exactly based on the textbook passage.

8. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since the Reciprocal Map is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This Reciprocal Map is the basis of information sharing as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

9. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph based on the information in the Reciprocal Map and is written as a compare and contrast text type.
### Title
Effect of Reciprocal Mapping on High-Risk Sixth-Grade Students' Social Studies Achievement

### Summary
Students are explicitly taught an integrated and iterative reading/writing strategy, using visual representation to make concrete the reading process they encounter using social studies informational text.

### Time Frame
Fifty minutes, review of five most common text types, initial explicit instruction of compare and contrast informational text, application, writing from the Reciprocal Map, and student practice.

### Psychological Framework
Explicit initial instruction, students copy exactly what the teacher is doing, I Do. Students then create their own examples copying exactly the process the teacher showed, You Do, I Help. Once students show mastery of text type, they continue reading social studies informational text as teacher observes. You Do, I Watch. (Scaffolding).

### Objectives
Students will be able to identify and use the informational text type compare and contrast including ancillary signal words and types of graphic organizers used. Students will be create individual Reciprocal Maps during the iterative instructional setting, using teacher modeling to make concrete compare and contrast informational text. Students will be able to use their Reciprocal Map to write compare and contrast text.

### Guiding Questions
CCSS require that students learn to:
1. Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same topic (p. 14).
2. Describe the relationship between a series of historical events using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause and effect (p. 14).
3. Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally).

For students this can mean that they are able to read a variety of informational text commonly found in sixth-grade classrooms with mastery. Further, they will be able to use graphic organizers to help them understand informational text as well as their related text features.

### Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and problem and solution informational text.
1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers. Display the informational text type Problem and Solution. Explain the use of this type of informational text. Explicitly teach the text feature signal words most commonly used with it, including problem, Question is, Dilemma is, The puzzle is, To solve this, One reason for the problem is.

2. Show a commonly used graphic organizers for Problem and Solution. Teacher continues to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows
the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

3. Teacher models the use of the problem and solution informational text type by showing it (on overhead/document camera) using a commonly experienced real-life situation found in sixth-grade classroom. An example may be students forget to bring in their homework. It should be noted that the problem and solution found in informational text, may have multiple steps before a solution is found. It is important to show this type of graphic organizer and to use multiple step examples. At this time, the focus is on the students' acquiring the skill of problem and solution, so the example(s) being taught should be very easy for the students to understand. The important aspect is that the teacher is modeling the use of the problem and solution graphic organizer as she is creating it in view of the students.

4. Students copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. The graphic organizer can be teacher-made and given to students in advance, student-made as they copy what the teacher is doing, or commercially-made and in use by both the teacher as she models and given to the students to duplicate exactly hers.

5. Students then use their graphic organizer to write a short paragraph that relates the events that were mapped. For example, if the example for problem and solution used was ways to help students get their homework back to school, the paragraph might say, "There are several ways that students can get homework back to school on time. They can put the homework in the backpack the night before or they can put it in the car. Students can use their planner to make sure they have everything they need for school." The graphic organizer is functioning as the Reciprocal Map that the students uses to first copy the text from the teacher, then to use for the writing process, including the informational text type itself, in this case, problem and solution.

6. Teacher then asks the students to create their own example of a problem and solution situation, based on commonly experienced information, this could be generated from discussion in step three above. Students will make a Reciprocal Map, exactly like the one the teacher created and they copied, with their own example.

7. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since a graphic organizer is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This graphic organizer becomes the Reciprocal Map as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

8. Once teacher checks for understanding, the student then uses their Reciprocal Map to write a short paragraph that relates the details that they mapped. This is similar to step five above where the student is using the Reciprocal Map, to guide them as they write their paragraph.

9. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph that is based on the information in the Reciprocal Map to write problem and solution text.
Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and problem and solution informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.

2. Display the informational text type problem and solution. Review the use of this type of informational text. Review the text feature signal words most commonly used with it. Review the graphic organizer from day one used for problem and solution. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

3. Teacher shows day one example of both teacher created and student created Reciprocal Maps, as well as written paragraphs. Whole group review.

4. In much the same way as Day 1, the teacher now uses an example of problem and solution informational text that can be easily read by the students. At this time it is important that students are not struggling to read or understand the text. Students are reading informational text that they can master and that allows them to use their cognitive capacity to understand the process at this time, not the text. Therefore, text can be from an informational picture book that models the exact text structure, in this case, a problem and solution informational text. The teacher could use connected text from a teacher's guide that models the text type. The teacher could use intertextual examples showing the idea of problem and solution at a level that is possibly easier for the student to understand. At this point, it is very important to use text the models the text type and is easily read. The teacher will read the text as she completes the map, modeling for the students as they observe.

5. Students then copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. At this time, the graphic organizer should be the same one used in day one for continuity.

6. Students then use their maps to write a short paragraph that relates back to the problem and solution informational text read in step five. The Reciprocal Map that the students use to first copy the text from the teacher, then to use for the writing process, including the informational text type itself, problem and solution is the scaffold. Teacher checks paragraphs to ensure students understood and wrote correctly.

7. Teacher then asks the students to read their own example of a Problem and solution informational text as described in step four above. Students will read the provided text, make a Reciprocal Map, exactly like the one the teacher created and they copied, with their own example from the Problem and solution informational text provided.

8. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since the Reciprocal Map is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This Reciprocal Map is the basis of information sharing as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and
refining the maps.

9. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph that is based on the information in the Reciprocal Map and is written as problem and solution text.

Lesson Plan: Reciprocal Mapping instructional routine and problem and solution informational text.

1. Review chart of five informational text types. Review the first two types of informational text from Appendix C. Review the text feature signal words and the most commonly used graphic organizers.

2. Display the informational text type problem and solution. Review the use of this type of informational text. Review the text feature signal words most commonly used with it. Review the graphic organizers for problem and solution. Teacher is continuing to explain and model use of this informational text type as she shows the signal words and shows and draws the associated graphic organizer.

3. Teacher shows day one and day two examples of both teacher created and student created Reciprocal Maps, as well as written paragraphs. Whole group review.

4. In much the same way as Day 1 and Day 2, the teacher now uses an example of problem and solution informational text from classroom materials, specifically the McGraw-Hill textbook, *Discovering Our Past: A History of the World Early Ages* (Spielvogel, 2013). Teacher can use any one of the problem and solution examples noted in the Teacher's Guide. The teacher will use the Reciprocal Map to demonstrate the how to map the problem and solution text from the textbook onto the map. The teacher is modeling this whole group from the document camera, projector, etc. The teacher is making special notes of the text features associated with the problem and solution informational text type.

5. Students then copy the teacher's example exactly onto their own graphic organizer. The teacher's map is written across the top of their paper, they make their own map just below it as they copy it verbatim onto theirs.

6. Students then use their maps to write a short paragraph that relates back to the problem and solution informational text read from the textbook. The Reciprocal Map that the students use is the scaffold that they use to write their paragraph. Teacher checks students' paragraphs to ensure students' understood the informational text type and that they wrote it correctly.

7. Teacher may ask the students to read their paragraphs. At this point, the students' paragraphs should be very similar because they have copied the teacher's exactly based on the textbook passage.

8. Teacher checks that students have completed this step correctly. It is vitally important that the student understands the informational text type and since the Reciprocal Map is being used, teachers can clearly see if the students are understanding the concept. This Reciprocal Map is the basis of information sharing as student and teacher engage in the iterative process of creating and refining the maps.

9. Mastery is demonstrated when students are able to write a paragraph based on the information in the Reciprocal Map and is written as a problem and solution text.
type.
Appendix K: Teacher Compare and Contrast of Real-life

**Math**
- 1ST because it is easier
- Want to take my time, so I do it right.
- I am good at it

**Reading**
- Logs 1ST because I have to do 1 each night.
- Logs don't take long.
- Read earlier and want to get it done.

**Summary**
Appendix L: Student Compare and Contrast of Real-life and Reciprocal Real-life,

Example 1: Which Pet?

I would want to do reading first because I have to do it each night. Reading logs don’t take long and I want to get it done.

I would also want to do math because I have to do it right. Math logs take more time and I am good at it.

Which do I do first?

Dog
- simple to train
- expensive dog food
- fun to play with

Guinea Pig
- cuddly
- quiet
- good pets
- obedient
- loyal
-There food is inexpensive

I have to choose between a dog or a guinea pig because my family is moving soon and we are going to buy a new pet. I think I would choose a guinea pig because they are quiet and the food costs less than dogs.

I would want to do reading first because I have to make sure I get reading logs done at night. I would also want to do math because math logs don’t take long.
Appendix La: Student Compare and Contrast of Real-life and Reciprocal Real-life,

Example 2: Which Uniform Shirt?
Appendix M: Teacher Compare and Contrast Book/Passage

Hello!
- When we meet
- Welcome
- Can be a sign
- Many meanings

Good-bye!
- A beginning
- An end
- At airports
- Many languages
- Can be forever
- Can be hard to say

Summary
Appendix N: Student Compare and Contrast Book/Passage and Reciprocal Map, Book

Bats and Birds.

Hello! Hello! Good-bye! Good-bye! Can be friends. Can be foes.


Birds can both fly. Birds have wings. Birds do not have wings. Birds have bones. Bats do not have bones.

Appendix Na: Student Compare and Contrast Book/Passage and Reciprocal Map, Book

Frogs and Toads.
Appendix Nb: Student Compare and Contrast Book/Passage and Reciprocal Map, Book Butterflies and Moths.
Appendix O: Teacher Compare and Contrast Textbook
Appendix P: Student Example of Compare and Contrast Textbook and Reciprocal Map

Summary
Hinduism and Buddhism are both religions in ancient India. They both have reincarnation and believe in peace. Hinduism has rigid rituals and beliefs, whereas Buddhism had 4 noble truths and nirvana was the ultimate peace.

Both the Mauryan and Gupta Empires were in India. The Mauryan had one ruler, but the Gupta had two Emperors and Samudra Gupta.
Appendix Q: Teacher Cause and Effect Real-Life

![Diagram showing cause and effect relationships]

- Cause: sent to office
- Effect: call home, suspended, punishment, detention, lose class
- Summary:

![Diagram showing another cause and effect relationship]

- Cause: "[Blank]
- Effect: [Blank]
- Summary: [Blank]
Appendix R: Student Cause and Effect Real-Life and Reciprocal Map Real-Life.

Last week I got into a fight. Because of the fight I lost my phone.

Cause:
- Call home
- Suspend
- Punish parent
- Detention
- Conference

Effect:
- Go to mall
- Sent to charity
- Buy new shoes and phone
- Go to movies

Cause:
- Have a lot of money and don't know what to do with it

Effect:
- Go to mall
- Sent to charity
- Buy new shoes and phone
- Go to movies
### Appendix S: Teacher Cause and Effect Book/Passage

#### Cause
- **tornado**

#### Effect
- Killed people
- Demolished houses
- Pulled trees
- Snapped telephone poles
- Threw cars

#### Summary
Appendix T: Student Cause and Effect Book/Passage and Reciprocal Map Book/Passage

Summary
When a tornado hits a town it destroys everything in the way.

Cause
Tornado

Effect
- Killed people
- Demolished homes
- Snapped poles
- Pulled trees
- Threw cars

Summary
Slaves didn't want to be sold so they ran away.
Appendix U: Teacher Cause and Effect Textbook

Cause
Since Ashoka saw the battlefields covered with dead and wounded soldiers, he decided that he would follow Buddhist teachings and become a man of peace.

Effect
- Improve the lives of his people.
- He made laws that encouraged people to do good deeds and practice nonviolence and to respect others.
- He created hospitals for people and animals.
- He was the first ruler to promote Buddhism and sent teachers to spread the religion throughout India.

Summary
Appendix V: Student Cause and Effect Textbook and Reciprocal Map

**Cause**

Since Ashoka saw the battlefields covered with dead and wounded soldiers, he decided that he would follow Buddhist teachings and become a man of peace.

- He made laws that encouraged people to do good deeds and practice nonviolence and to respect others.
- He created hospitals for people and animals.
- He was the first ruler to promote Buddhism and sent teachers to spread the religion throughout India.

**Summary**

After Ashoka saw the battlefields, he became a man of peace. The effect was the creation of hospitals, and he improved the lives of many people.

---

**Cause**

Hinduism's affect on the way Indians live today.

- Hinduism's effect on the way Indians live today.
- All life is sacred.
- Reincarnation, dharma, and karma.

**Effect**

Even though Hinduism began long ago, India people of today still follow many ancient beliefs.
Appendix W: Teacher Problem and Solution Real-life
Appendix X: Student Problem and Solution Real-Life and Reciprocal Map

Problem: The KLS school has messy grounds. You form a cleaning crew, work hard and get the job done.

Action:
- Form a clean up crew
  - Playground
  - Field
  - Gym
  - Basketball
  - Dispose/recycle

Solution: Clean campus

Problem: On my birthday I got a present that I don't like.
So I thought of a few ideas. I knew I was going to hurt the person's feelings but it was for the good. I decided to sell it.

Action:
- You get rid of it
  - Sell it
  - Return it
  - Exchange it for a better present
  - You never use it

Solution: You don't worry about having that present anymore.
Problem
Nashua River is polluted.

Action
- signed petitions
- protested to politicians
- showed jars of dirty water
- built processing plant
- factories stop dumping

Solution
Clean Nashua River

Summary

Problem

Action

Solution
Appendix Z: Student Problem and Solution Book/Passage and Reciprocal Map

- The Nashua River is polluted.
- The Nashua River was polluted because people threw trash into it.
- The people who lived near the Nashua River also polluted it.
- The Nashua River is a vital part of the ecosystem.

Problem: The Nashua River is polluted.

Solution: Clean River.

- Action: Protecting polluted areas and stopping pollution.
- Action: Cleaning the river and removing trash.

- The boy wants to study frogs in the rain forest, but he needs special equipment. He sleeps with special equipment to help him study at night.
- He goes to a place where there are frogs.

Problem: The boy wants to study frogs.

Solution: Gets to study the frogs.

- Action: He sleeps with special equipment.
- Action: He goes to a place where there are frogs.

- He wants to study frogs but you can only find them at night.
Appendix  Teacher Problem and Solution Textbook

Problem
Gandhi wanted India to be free from Britain

↓
Actions
- not violent protest
- supporters came to listen to him speak
- Indians refused to pay taxes

Solution
Indians gained its independence

Summary

Problem

↓
Actions

Solution

Summary
Problem

- Gandhi wanted India to be free from Britain

Actions

- Nonviolent protest
- Supporters came to listen to him
- Speak
- Indians refused to pay taxes

Solution

India gained its independence.

Problem

- Need place to live and grow crops

Actions

- Move to river
- Built houses along river

Solution

- Could grow crops
- And have household water

Summary

The people needed a place to live so they moved to the river and grew crops and built houses.
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